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From Editor’s Pen…

Dear Readers,
Optical Character Recognition software for English language has matured over last two decades as a product, however this
has not been available for Indian Languages. TDIL programme has developed OCR technology in partnership with premiere
Academic and R&D institutions led by IIT Delhi, for Indian eleven Scripts viz. Bangla, Devanagari, Nastaliq, Malayalam,
Gujarati, Telugu, Tamil, Odia, Gurumukhi, Kannada and Tibetan. This technology is demonstrated as web service at
http://ocr.tdil-dc.gov.in/. Efforts are being made to make it available to citizens on Windows platform for download to meet
their day-to-day needs in seven languages viz Assamese, Bangla, Gurumukhi, Devanagari, Kannada, Malayalam and Tamil.

OCR project has received Manthan Award under the E-Inclusion & Accessibility Category for deploying OCR technology to
enable the blind to access printed text. Another award received by this project was for successfully deploying Gujarati OCR
for mitigating code of conduct cases at Election Commission to retrieve all the information regarding violation of code of
conduct at Election Commission in newspaper advertisements. It further needs to enhanced and integrated for various use
case scenarios such as Integration with scanners and Indian languages documents management systems etc. Digital library
Initiative of India has hosted multilingual content which can be made searchable with the help of this technology. There are
host of other useful applications that can be build around OCR technology like OCR mobile App to decipher Road signs,
Billboards, Merchant stores, Menu cards, Visiting card and Notes taking etc. and if it is integrated with TTS it becomes
useful reading aid for visually challenged persons.

There are many challenges that remain to be addressed like multicolumn data, selection of particular area in an image,
training module etc, Mobile image handling, Code optimization for different use case scenarios like for standalone version/
SDK/ Cloud based web service etc.

This issue covers the detailed methodology, issues and challenges in developing this technology for the benefit of researchers.
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Development of Robust Document Image Analysis and Recognition
System for Printed Indian Scripts
1. OCR Development in Indian Scripts
1.1. Introduction
Optical Character Recognition has been an active subject of research since a decade. Despite the age of the
subject, it remains one of the most challenging and exciting areas of research in computer science. The rapid
growth of digital libraries worldwide poses new challenges for document image analysis research and
development. Digital libraries offer access to larger document collection, and at a faster speed. A number of OCR
software available in market claim 99% recognition accuracy, but in practice these accuracy rates are rarely
achieved. Moreover, most systems break down when input document images are highly degraded.
India is a country with many languages and scripts having a wide variety of features. OCR development for Indian
scripts is challenging because of the variety of shapes of characters, top and bottom modifiers and conjuncts
(sanyuktakshar). Optical Character Recognition (OCR) for Indian scripts opens up the possibility of delivering
traditional Indian language content, which today are confined to printed books, to readers across the world
through electronic means. The OCR process involves first converting hardcopy of printed documents into
electronic forms using a new approach leading to, for the first time, a technology for recognizing characters and
words in scanned or camera captured images of documents in a large set of Indian scripts. OCR makes the
content searchable as well as readable via a variety of devices like mobile phones, tablets, e-readers. Further, the
same content can now be transformed electronically to meet needs of the visually challenged through generation
of Braille and/or audio books among other possibilities. Use of OCR on printed Indian language circulars and
notifications can make embedded information widely accessible facilitating effective e-governance. The circulars
can be now very easily edited, if required, for adaptation to different needs.
In order to meet these challenges, IIT Delhi along with 14 other reputed partner Institutions and with support of
Technology Development for Indian Languages (TDIL) Programme of DeitY, MCIT has developed e-Aksharayan
the first robust OCR system for Indian Languages. It is an ideal solution for conversion of paper documents to
editable electronic form for business, government and academic applications. The partner institute are as follows:
1. IIT Delhi
2. IIT Kharagpur
3. IIT Bombay
4. IIT Guwahati
5. ISI Kolkata
6. IISc Bangalore
7. IIIT Hyderabad

8. IIIT Allahabad
9. Punjabi University
10. Manipuri University
11. MSU Baroda
12. University of Hyderabad
13. CDAC Noida
14. CDAC Pune

The project started in 2007 which targeted the development of major Indian languages like Bangla,
Hindi, Telugu, Kannada, Tamil, Malayalam and Gurumukhi. Later in Phase II the project was
extended in 2010 which targeted on development of other Indian language such as Oriya, Gujarati,
Tibetan, Urdu, Bodo, Assamese and Manipuri.
1.2. Features of e-Aksharayan
e-Aksharayan, provide optical character recognition for scanned printed documents belonging to
15 Indian scripts namely, Bangla, Devanagari, Malayalam, Tamil, Telugu, Kannada, Oriya,
Gurumukhi, Oriya, Guajarati, Tibetan, Marathi, Urdu, Assamese, Manipuri and Bodo. The software
developed is available for Linux and Windows OS. The other features of e-Aksharayan are
a) All OCR Engines have been designed in font-agnostic fashion.
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b) Supports recognition of Bold Character, Bi-lingual Text (regional language cooccurring with English) and Special Symbols.
c) A variety of Document pre-processing routines are provided such as:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

i.
j.
k.
l.

Colour Document Image pre-processing
Dithering Removal
Colour Highlight Removal
Colour Stamp Removal
Detection and Removal of Hand Drawn Underlines
Removal of Hand Drawn Annotation Curves
Margin Noise Removal
Document Image Binarization
i. Morphological Binarization
ii. SauvolaBinarization
iii. Adaptive Binarization
iv. Content Guided Binarization
Table Detection
Column Separation
Content Directed Text-Graphics Separation
Higher word level recognition accuracy with appropriate language specific
post- processing schemes.

Apart from these features many applications related to the OCR were also developed, which
are as follows:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Search engine to make OCR’ed text searchable.
Braille and Text to speech conversion for visually challenged.
Android app for OCR based dictionary and translator.
Interactive toys for learning language, word/letter formation.
Automating the annotation process via Crowd sourcing for improving OCR
performance.

In the subsequent chapters, the above mentioned features of the Indian language OCR
system is discussed in detail.
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2. Scanning and Annotation
2.1. Background
Datasets are prerequisites for the development, evaluation, performance enhancement and
benchmarking of data driven document analysis systems. Lack of linguistic resources in the form
of annotated datasets has been one of the hurdles in building robust document understanding
systems for Indian languages. There is a pressing need for very large collections of training data
if robust systems have to be built for Indian language document understanding. Image data is to
be labelled with corresponding information in order to make use of it for training. Annotation of
document images is done at diff t levels to be able to make use of the data to the best. Block level
annotation with text non-text distinction is done. At text block, line and word level, corresponding
text is aligned to the boundaries of the image component.
2.2. Objective
Preparation of image corpus for all the Indian languages of interest is one of the primary objective
of this project. This corpus could enable extensive experimentation, training as well as testing. In
the second phase of the project, the corpus of 5K images will be enhanced to 10K images. This
will be carried out for all OCRs in the second phase of development. In addition, we also plan to
develop of corpus for new languages by training, transferring appropriate technologies and
carrying out the necessary additional tasks. The new 5K images will consists of degraded and
diverse categories of pages from books etc. Also, this collection will contain newspaper articles,
magazine articles etc. This will make the collection more widely appealing and useful. We refer
the initial 5000 pages of book corpus as basic corpus and the additional 5000 images as
advanced corpus. Annotation of the scanned document images is also aimed by the project. Help
of particular language groups are seeked in identifying books and annotation. The aim is to build
a large corpus of annotated data in a structured form (in xml and/or traditional database). It has
the following contents:
• Image scanned at multiple resolutions and processed.
• Text corpus
• Bounding box of word with corresponding text
• Program interfaces (APIs) to make use of the corpus easily.
2.3. Components of the Corpus
1. Books
For many of the languages, corpus and annotation was done in parts, Table 1 and 2
shows the total number of books and pages scanned and annotated.
2. Magazines and Newspapers
A collection of scanned document images was prepared that contains pages and clips
from books, newspapers and magazines each for the following languages Bangla,
Gurumukhi, Kannada, Malayalam, Hindi, Tamil and Telugu. Colour images are scanned
in both gray and colour. Status of corpus is shown in the Table 3.
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Table 1. Image and Annotated Corpus Details of Books

Table 2. Image and Annotation Corpus Details of Books
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Table 3. Image Corpus Details of Phase 2 Old Languages

a)

Quality-A Font data

This collection contains around 1000 pages from 25 popular fonts. Text of these fonts are printed
on A4 size paper in laser printer. 25 fonts are identified from CDAC fonts and also which are
popularly used by publishers. These include both Unicode and ISCII fonts. Out of these 1000,
900 pages have text in 25 fonts with style variations of normal, bold and italic. The remaining 100
pages have text with multi fonts in normal style. Status of multi font corpus is shown in Table 4.

Table 4. Multi Font and Style Corpus
Language

No. Of. Pages

Malayalam
Gurumukhi
b)

Scanned
1008
1500

Annotated
1008
1500

Symbol Level data

Status of symbol level corpus is shown in the Table 5.

Table 5. Symbol Level Corpus

c)

DLI Books

Status of DLI annotated corpus is shown in the Table 6.

Table 6. DLI Annotated Book Corpus

d)

Natural Scene Text

Status of natural scene text corpus is shown in the Table 7.
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Table 7. Natural Scene Corpus

2.4. Challenges in Annotation
Some of the challenges handled in annotation of thecorpus are:
• Multi column layout
• Non-Manhattan layout
• Maintaining the document layout.
• Working on colour documents.
• Less line and word gaps
• Text format such as reverse background, Drop cap characters, bulleted text, header,
footer, English text, vertical or inclined text, text within an image etc
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3. Document Image Pre-Processing
3.1. Skew Correction
A novel algorithm for detection and correction of skews present in scanned document images has
been implemented. The novelty of the algorithm lies in the usage of certain digital-geometric
properties of straightness directly on gray-scale images, in tandem with the ranks of fractions in a
F8/arey sequence. Straight edges are extracted from the given image first and straight edges
derived in this manner are clustered by their Farey ranks, which, in turn, are analysed to obtain
the principal cluster from the sums of lengths of the edges in the clusters. The principal cluster
corresponds to the principal direction, from which the skew is estimated to finally correct the
skew. We get another cluster of sufficiently large sums of lengths in
− +/
90◦ of the principal
direction. For example, in Bangla or Devnagri script the headlines will show the principal direction
and the vertical lines of the characters will give us another direction (the orthogonal direction).
The algorithm runs significantly fast with the desired level of precision, even for document pages
with text-graphics mix or containing tabular structures with boundary lines. Experimental results
on several datasets demonstrate its elegance, efficiency, and robustness. Limitation: Method
works for only the Indian scripts which are having headline or Shiro-rekha. Typical results using
the proposed method are shown in Figure below.

Figure:An original skeweddocumentimage and the resultant de-skewed
image.
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3.2. Document Image Binarization
Most of the binarization techniques especially the local thresholding algorithms depend on one or
more parameters that must be defined initially. The values selected for these parameters are
either document image specific or heuristically estimated which may not work for different
degraded document images. Thus, to achieve the best binarization result appropriate value for
the parameters must be estimated. Here in our work, we have selected the Sauvolabinarization
algorithm for optimizing its parameter k. In Sauvolabinarization, the threshold is computed locally
over a window of size (n × n). The threshold T is computed with the dynamic range of the
standard deviation R, T = m × (1 + k(s R − 1)). Where, m and s are mean and standard deviation
of pixels within the window and k is a user defined parameter that need to estimate. The value of
k varies between 0 and 1. It has been observed that smaller values of k gives thick strokes while
larger values of k gives thin and broken edges. Hence, we need to estimate an optimal value for
k.
To apply our framework, we perform binarization on the training document images for different
values of k. Since, the value of k can range between 0 and 1, so we start with k = 0 and
increment k with t = 0.01 and generate a set binarized output for each image in the training
database for different values of k. Table below summarises the algorithm for binarization.

In order to validate the approach, we collected 250 Hindi document images with varying fonts.
The approach is evaluated in term of the substitution and total error rate calculated for recognition
at character level using Devanagari OCR. An overall recognition error at character level is
reduced from 24.89 to 19.34 by using optimal value of k for Sauvolabinarization.

Figure: Example grayscale image with a scratch and non-uniform Illumination and its
binary output
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3.3. Marginal Noise Removal
At first input image is binarized using Adaptive thresholding. Then connected components are
found for the binary image. Very large connected component is considered as graphics, and
remaining part of the image as text part. From the text part font size is determined. Text part is
horizon- tally smoothed such that two consecutive characters get joined. This makes words as
connected components within the text part. On the basis of the connected component size, a
portion of non-textual noise is removed. The resulting image is horizontally smoothed to join
consecutive words. This smoothing makes words in a line connected within the text part. The
non- textual noise is further reduced by connected component analysis. Then vertical smoothing
is applied on resulted image such that two consecutive lines get joined. This makes the
characters and lines of a paragraph connected within the text part. Then from paragraph size and
position of the paragraphs some paragraphs are removed as textual noise from the scanned
document. From the remaining paragraphs page frame is generated. Three images are illustrated
to demonstrate the experimental results. In the input image as shown in Fig. 4 (b), red boxes
show the textual part detected by the algorithm, and the red boxes within the violet box is the
original text part retrieved by the algorithm after textual-noise removal. Fig. 4 (a), is the input
image with textual and non-textual noise present inside and outside page frame. Fig. 4 (c), is the
corresponding output image produced by the algorithm.

Figure:Example2(a)inputimage;(b)detectedtextpartshownusingredandvioletbox;(c)
outputimage
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3.4. Underline Detection and Removal
Underline are frequently seen in many documents. The work reported here deals with the
problem of detection and removal of hand-drawn underlines in a printed document image for
improving OCR performance. The images are captured by a flat-bed scanner. In the simplest
case, the underline in a document page does not touch any text part, and is called an untouched
underline. Otherwise, the underlines will be touched by some characters of text lines, and they
are named as touched underlines. Underlines sometimes may also possess some curvature,
which is usually small.
As features (thickness, horizontal nature, etc.) of the headlines (seen in some Indian scripts, e.g.,
Bangla, Devanagari, etc.) are very close to the features of the hand-drawn underlines, the
challenge of the problem lies in designing a general framework for efficient detection and removal
of underlines from documents written in scripts, whether having headlines or not. We have
developed a novel framework that can work on scripts without headlines (e.g., English, Tamil,
Urdu, etc.), as well as on scripts having headlines (e.g., Bangla, Devnagari, etc.). In presence of
headlines, we first apply a method to recognize the region of interest, which is defined as the gap
between two consecutive text-lines, where the underlines are drawn by hand.
Our algorithm extracts the boundary edge as a digital curve, which is defined as a sequence of
points in 8-connectivity. During the extraction of boundary edge of a component, a component is
selected for further pro- cessing if it is sufficiently long and hence expected to be a underline. Our
strategy is to detect the set of straight segments, which collectively cover only the underlines as
much as possible, but not the characters touching the underlines. The cover of every detected
underline is defined by an upper cover-line and a lower cover-line. After detecting the underline
covers us- ing the set of straight segments, we apply the underline removal strategy. Sample
input and obtained output are shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6.

Figure5: SampleresultforEnglishscript. (a)Inputimage. (b)Outputimage.
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(a)

(b)

Figure6: Underlineremoval(a)Inputimage(b)Outputimage.
3.5. Coloured Rubber Stamp Removal
Rubber stamps on document pages often overlap and obscure the text very badly, thereby
impairing its readability and deteriorating the performance of an optical character recognition
system. Removal of rubber stamps from a document image is, therefore, essential for
successfully converting a document image into an editable electronic form. An effective technique
for rubber stamp removal from scanned document images has been developed by us. It is based
on the novel idea of a single feature obtained by projecting the pixel colours of the image
foreground along the eigenvector corresponding to the first principal component in HSV colour
space. Otsu’s adaptive thresholding is used to segment out the stamp impressions from the text
by exploiting the discriminative power of the aforesaid feature. Some sample stamp-overlapping
text regions and their outputs after stamp removal are shown in Figure 7.

Figure7:Samplestampremovalresults.
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3.6. Removal of Hand-Drawn Circular Annotations
Performance of an OCR system is badly affected due to presence of hand- drawn annotation
lines in various forms, such as underlines, circular lines, and other text-surrounding curves. Such
annotation lines are drawn by a reader usually in free hand in order to summarize some text or to
mark the keywords within a document page. We have proposed a generalized scheme for
detection and removal of these hand-drawn annotations from a scanned document page. An
underline drawn by hand is roughly horizontal or has a tolerable undulation, whereas for a handdrawn curved line, the slope usually changes at a gradual pace. Based on this observation, we
detect the cover of an annotation object—be it straight or curved—as a sequence of straight edge
segments. The novelty of the proposed method lies in its ability to compute the exact cover of the
annotation object, even when it touches or passes through any text character. After getting the
annotation cover, an effective method of inpainting is used to quantify the regions where text
reconstruction is needed. Step by step demonstration of the method is presented here in Fig. 8.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

Figure 8: Demonstration: (a) Input image (cropped). (b) Annotation line component. (c) Straight edges
(shown alternately in blue and green) defining the annotation line component. (d) Boundary lines of the
annotation area; joining lines are shown in red. (e) Mask used for inpainting. (f) Inpainting result. (g)
OCR result from input image. (h) OCR result from output image.

3.7. Graycolored Rubber Stamp Removal
The problem of rubber stamp impression is more challenging when both stamp impression color
and the text line font color of the document are gray. Presently, we are working on this problem.
Initially connected components are extracted for stamp overlapped regions. It has been observed
that stamp regions have low standard deviations of intensity value. Depending on this observation
initially connected components containing stamps are extracted. It has also been observed that,
overlapped pixels of text and stamp are with lower intensity. Depending on this observation,
further classification of pixels are conducted. Sample inputs and outputs are shown in Fig. 9.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure9:(a),(b)Sampleinputs;and(c),(d)Sampleoutputs.

3.8. Table Detection and Text Reproduction
Accurate detection of table boundary, table structure decomposition, and table data collection are
important tasks in document image processing for OCR performance improvement. Presently, we
are working on localization of the texts parts present in the table cells, by detecting the horizontal
and vertical lines forming the table structure, or by detecting the inter text- paragraph gaps (in
case of tables without boundary lines). After detection of the table cells, we want to reproduce the
text paragraphs by maintaining a sequence among the text chunks.

3.9. Camera Based Image Processing
a) For camera captured images, Implemented method for illumination removal and text
extraction using Retinex Method and Contour based Clustering of coloured images for
efficient text extraction.
b) For camera captured images, implemented another method which is efficient than the
Retinex approach for illumination removal using Tri-Scale Text Extraction Approach.
c) An improved approach using Two-Stage Hybrid Binarization around Fringe Map based
Text Line Segmentation for Document Images is also implemented. In this approach the
Binarization is performed twice - once before and once after text line segmentation. The
first one is incorporated to carry out quick binarization with the result being sufficiently
suitable for effective text line segmentation. The second one, in contrast, targets a higher
accuracy for the recognition stage ahead and capitalizes on parallel processing for
obtaining higher speeds.
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Multi-Resolution Binarization

(a)

(b)

(a) Multi_ScaleBinarized image (b) Inverse of the 'text line segmented' image
(inversion is for separating out lines as individual connected components)

One of the common problems faced for camera based OCR are,
• Variable and complex background
• Variations in illuminations
• Variation in scale of image
• Camera Perspective
• Image blurring
There is however many other issues like different focuses, lens specific distortions,
shadow etc. Identifying and extracting text from such complex backgrounds is still a wide open
research problem. In order for the consortia OCR to be used for mobile based camera captured
images, it has to have strong pre-processing algorithms. In this Phase-II, we have started
working in development of such algorithms; so far we have explored methods described
below.After capturing real images of Indian language signs from streets, it was observed that
most of the real time captured images were affected by uneven illumination which acts as a major
hurdle in effective text extraction from the images. The following methods were implemented and
tested for overcoming the mal-effects of uneven illumination and obtaining an improved text
extraction with a “Contour based Clustering” algorithm.In the first method we used a block
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approach, with the first step aimed at removing/reducing illumination and the next step at
extracting the text from a more or less uniform illumination color image. We used Retinex method
along with a suitable High Pass Filter and a proper comeback method from the logarithmic
domain was used for illumination removal. Later a Contour Based Clustering of Colored Images
was carried out for efficient binarization, thus resulting in the desired Text Extraction. Multiple
variants, in the main processing steps of 'High Pass Filtering' and 'Comeback Method', were
used. Like,
• Butter-worth High Pass Filter
• Gaussian High Pass Filter
• Gaussian High Pass Filter at three scales (80,120,250)
• For 'Comeback Method', from the logarithmic domain, the following methods
were tested:
• Direct Exponential Operation followed by Normalization
• Normalization followed by Exponential Operation
• Pull-up of minimum value to 0 followed by Normalization and Exponential
Operation
• Scaling up of values to the proper range using image based variables
The combination of 'Multi-Scale Gaussian High Pass Filtering' and 'Scaling up of values to the
proper range using image based variables' proved to be the best method among the above
mentioned, measured in association with the Text Extraction Algorithm (Contour based
Clustering) in place.
We also preceded and succeeded above with 'Histogram Equalization' and 'Contrast Adjustment'
blocks, one at a time. The results obtained by above approach were not up to the mark.
Since the results of above method were not as desired we tried another method 'Tri-Scale Text
Extraction Approach' to mitigate the undesirable effects of Illumination. We realized that in our
case the real-time camera captured images were affected, more or less, by a focused camera
flash. By testing on images in blocks, we observed that sometimes the data, that is lost in the
areas of high illumination, could be extracted by the local operation of the Text Extraction
Algorithm. Learning from this, we built a method that adds up the text extraction results, of the
main algorithm, at three different scales.
Thus, the processing for text extraction is done at three scales.
• On the entire image.
• On blocks obtained by splitting each dimension of the image into one half.
• On blocks obtained by splitting each dimension of the image into one third.
The results at the 3 scales are added up to form the final output.
Thus, in this case no separate blocks are needed. The final output is obtained by performing the
main operation on the input image three times. At first, image as a whole, the next by dividing the
image into four parts and the last time by dividing the image into 9 parts.There has been a
marked improvement in the text extracted in this manner and the results are as shown below,
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3.10. Text-Graphics Separation
We present a novel framework that learns optimal parameters, depending on the nature of the
document image content for text/graphics segmentation. The learning problem has been
formulated as an optimization problem that minimize the difference between the ideal expected
output and the obtained output. Characteristics of the content have been represented in terms of
edge direction distribution pattern. Expectation Maximization (EM) based estimation framework
has been formulated to adaptively learn optimal parameters. The segmentation scheme proposed
is a pixel based approach. We first identify and discard large connected components that are
most probably graphic components. The remaining graphic components are eliminated by
detecting the pseudo-periodic pattern that efficiently discriminates text from graphics. To detect
the pseudo-periodic pattern, we compute autocorrelation of the horizontal projection profile over a
local neighbourhood based on which we define a parameter called P/N ratio, where P and N are
the cumulative height of positive and negative slope respectively in the auto-correlation plot.
Hence, adaptive tuning of P/N ratio over local neighbourhood helps in handling text graphic
separation efficiently. This approach was tested on book pages with a fixed local neighbourhood
size of 350x350. However, adapting the same approach did not work for newspaper images
because of the following issues 1) random placement of text and graphics 2) close proximity of
graphics and text regions 3) wide variation in text font type and style. Hence, for better
identification of text graphics regions we adaptively estimate the optimal local neighbourhood size
along with the P/N ratio. The segmentation approach is summarized in table below. The figure
below shows results of text graphic separation on book pages as well as newspaper images.
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(a) Original Image (b) Segmentation (pink region – graphics
and gray region – text)

( c ) Original Image taken from newspaper

( d) Segmentation result, heading in Bold
and
Image has been identified as graphics

3.11. Document Image Segmentation
Document image segmentation is an essential part of an OCR, while dealing with the complex
layout images. Many methods had proposed in this field, some of the methods are Docstrum, X-Y
Cut, The run-length smearing algorithm (RLSA), Whitespace analysis, constrained text-line
detection, Voronoi-diagram based algorithm Hybrid Page Layout Analysis via Tab-Stop Detection,
etc. However, the above algorithms don’t have the ability to learn from the input image layout.
Due to this reason it is not possible to correct the wrong segmentations unless we change some
parameter in the above methods. Here we propose a novel method to learn the layout pattern
from the input image and adapt the segmentation for new layouts. The main attraction of this
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method is that we can correct the wrong segmentation with minimal supervision. The document
image segmentation is based on the energy minimization frame work. The unary term is designed
from the patches of image, extract the Local binary pattern (LBP) features from the patch,
classifiers prediction confidence value as unary term for that patch area. For the pairwise term we
use the use the potts-pot model. Figure 3 shows a sample result of the new method.

(b)

(a)

(c)

(d)

Figure 1. Blue color indicating Text region, Red color indicating background and Green color indicating
graphics.
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4. Recognition Engine
4.1. Gurumukhi OCR
1) Introduction
In the second phase of the project we had worked on OCR for two scripts: Gurmukhi and
Urdu. The Urdu OCR was being developed for the first time, while new features were added
to the Gurmukhi OCR. We had committed for development of the next version of the existing
Gurmukhi OCR with the following capabilities:
• Automatic script family identification
• Multiple fonts (atleast 20 fonts)
• Recognize italicized and bold font
• Recognize common symbols and numerals
• Bi-lingual (English & Gurmukhi) text
• Higher word level recognition accuracy with appropriate language specific postprocessing schemes
• 98% character level and 90-95% word level recognition accuracy on corpus
developed in phase I.
2) Progress in Gurmukhi OCR
The progress made on our committed goals for Gurmukhi OCR is discussed in following sub
sections.
2.1 Automatic script family identification
We have developed a system to automatically recognize Gurmukhi and Roman script with more
than 99.5% accuracy at word level. The system uses multiple recognition engines and classifiers
backed by linguistic resources to correctly identify the script with high accuracy. The first engine
uses Gradient features and SVM (linear) classifier, while the second engine uses Gabor filters
and SVM (linear) classifier. The following additional linguistic resources used:
• Character level trigram language model for English
• Character level trigram language model for Gurmukhi
• Ten thousand most frequent words of English (Elist)
• Ten thousand most frequent words of Gurmukhi (Glist)
2.2 Multiple font recognition
The system has been tested on a wide range of fonts and has given satisfactory results. We
tested in detail on 20 most commonly used fonts in books and newspapers and the overall
recognition error was more than 97%. The following fonts were tested by our system:
AnandpurSahib:
• Anmol
• ArialUnicodeMS
• AseesKalmi
• AseesSlim
• Chatrik
• CPPL
• DhanGuruNanak
• GIST-PNOTBaisakhi
• GIST-PNOTJasabir
• GOLD
• GumukhiLys010
• GurbaniAkhar
• gurmukhiUCSB_uni
• lohitpunjabi
• PNB-TTamar
• PRIME-JA
• Punjabi
• Samtol
• Satluj
• Sukhmani
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2.3 Recognizing italicized and bold fonts
Our system recognizes bold text with high accuracy but the recognition accuracy for italics text is
around 83% only. As italics not very commonly used in Gurmukhi text, so we did not try to
improve the recognition accuracy of italics as the overall accuracy got effected. The system has
been tested on 104 pages of Gurmukhi text images containing mixture of normal, bold and italics
and the recognition accuracy was 96.41%. Below is example of an image containing large sized
headings, bold and underlined text, which has been correctly recognized by our system.

Large sized headings, bold and
underlined text
ਅਣਸਿੱ ਖਿ ਅਤ ਕਾ ਮਿ ਆਂ ਦੀ ਆਂ
ਉਜਰਤਾਂ ਚ ਵਾ ਧਾ

ਟ੍ਰਿਬਿ ਊਨ ਨਿ ਊਜ਼ ਸਰਵਿ ਸ
ਚੰਡੀ ਗੜ੍ਹ, 19 ਅਕਤੂਬਰ

ਪੰਜਾ ਬ ਸਰਕਾ ਰ ਨੇ ਸੂਬੇ ਦੀ ਆਂ ਉਦਯੋਗਿ ਕ.
ਵਪਾ ਰਕ ਸੰਸਥਾ ਵਾਂ ਭੱਠੇ ਅਤੇ ਖੇਤੀ ਬਾ ੜੀ ਦੇ
ਕੰਮਾਂ ਵਿ ਚ ਲੱਗੇ ਅਣ ਸਿੱ ਖਿ ਅਤ ਕਾ ਮਿ ਆਂ

2.4 Recognition of common numerals and symbols.
We have added 83 new classes for recognition in our latest system. The total recognizable
classes are now 150. The earlier system recognized only 67 classes (57 Gurmukhi characters +
10 Punctuation marks). The total classes recognized are:
• Gurmukhi characters – 57
• Roman characters – 52
• Gurmukhi and Roman Numerals – 20
• Punctuation Marks – 18
• !“‘;:.?&()[],\/=• Gurmukhi special symbols and Rupee symbol– 3
• ੴ
2.5 Recognition of Bi-lingual (English & Gurmukhi) text
We have enhanced our Gurmukhi OCR to recognize bilingual Gurmukhi/English texts as well as
monolingual Gurmukhi and English with a fairly high accuracy. The system works very well on
images containing:
• Only Gurmukhi text
• Only Roman text
• Both Gurmukhi and Roman text
Below is an example of output of a bilingual text image.
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Bilingual OCR Output

ਜੀ ਵਨ ਵਧੇਰੇ ਕਰਕੇ ਬਣ ਗਿ ਆ ਕਿ ਉਕਿ ਬਹੁਤ ਵਾ ਰੀ ਜੁਆਨ ਨਾ ਇਕ ਲਿ ਖਾ ਰੀ ਦੀ ਆਪਣੀ

ਜੁਆਨੀ ਦੀ ਕਲਪਣਾ ਤਮਕ ਪੁਨਰ ਸਿ ਰਜਨਾ ਹੀ ਹੁੰਦੀ ਹੈ । (

Youthful hero in

most cases only the imaginative recreation of the
author’s own youth.) ਜਾਂ ਸਮਾ ਜ ਦੇ ਵਿ ਰੁਧ ਕੀ ਤੇ ਘੋਲ ਦਾ ਕੋਈ ਪੱਖ ਹੁੰਦਾ

ਹੈ ਤੇ ਜਾ ਆਪਣੀ ਨਿ ਜੀ ਖੁਸ਼ੀ , ਮਲਕੀ ਅਤ, ਵਾ ਸ਼ਨਾ ਸੰਬੰਧੀ ਆਪਣੇ ਵਿ ਚਾ ਰ, ਜਿ ਨ੍ਹਾਂ ਤੋਂ

2.6 Higher word level recognition accuracy with appropriate language specific postprocessing schemes
We have implemented language models at both character and word level. At character level,
trigram language models have been used while bigram language models have been used at word
level both for Gurmukhi and Roman text for script recognition and improving the recognition
accuracy.
2.7 Improvements in recognition accuracy
The system has been tested on 4236 images of corpus by CDAC, Noida. The final recognition
accuracy is:
• Character level accuracy:97.18%
• Word level accuracy:89.12%
There is an improvement of 2.76% recognition accuracy at character level over the version
developed in Phase-1.

3) Technical Enhancements
• Developed algorithms to handle broken characters in all zones and merged and heavy
printed characters in upper and lower zone. This has been achieved by usage of multiple
classifiers, special rules for detecting and joining broken characters and linguistics resources.
• New line segmentation algorithm developed which can handle overlapping and merged text
lines
• A high accuracy script recognition engine developed for identification of Roman and
Gurmukhi scripts. The system is based on multiple script recognition engines and language
models for English and Gurmukhi.
• A multiple recognition engines based true bilingual OCR system developed which recognizes
both Gurmukhi and Roman text with high accuracy.
4.2. Urdu OCR
The following work has been completed for development of Urdu OCR.A complete end to end Urdu OCR
has been developed. This is the most efficient OCR for Urdu script developed so far with ligature level
recognition accuracy around 80-90% for good quality images.
1) OCR can recognize
• Complete Urdu alphabet including Honorifics and poetic marks
• Urdu and Roman punctuation symbols
• Urdu and Roman numerals
• 10,414 most frequent Urdu ligatures
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2) OCR can handle
• Multiple fonts with varying sizes in same document
• Overlapping and merged text lines
• Underlined text
3) OCR limitations
• Cannot recognize broken ligatures and merged ligatures.
• Cannot isolate word boundaries with 100% accuracy.
• Fails to recognize noisy text.
4) OCR Results
• Total six books (1041 pages) has been tested and the result are:

o

Character recognition accuracy :- 89.8%

5) OCR Results
Two sample images with bold/normal and multiple sized fonts are shown below along with the
recognized text. The wrongly recognized text is marked in Red.

Sample Output of Urdu OCR

21 ﻣﺟﻣﻭﻋہ ﺳﻭﻏﺎﺕ ﺩﺭﺩ۔ ﺍﻳﮏ ﺟﺎﺋﺯﻩ
ﻭﺍﻧﯽ
ﺍﺟﻣﻝ ﺧﺎﻥ ﺍﺟﻣﻝ ﺷﺯ
٬ﺻﺎﺟﻧﺭﺍﻭ
ﻣﺎﻟﻳﺭﻛﻭﮢﻠہ ۔ ﭘﻧﺟﺎﺏ
Sample Output of Urdu OCR

ﺍﺭﺩﻭﻛﮯﻣﻧﺗﺧﺏ ﺧﺎﻛﮯ
ﻣﺭﺗﺏ
ﻳﻭﺳﻑ ﻧﺎﻅﻡ
ﻣﻌﺎﻩ ﻥ
ﺍﻟﻳﺎﺱ ﺷﻭﻗﻲ
ﻧﺋﻲ ﺩﮨﻠﻲ
ﻟﻣﺣہﺩﻭ )ﻣﮩﺫ (ﻛﺎ
ﺗﺭﻗﻲ ﺍ
ﻧﺟﻧﺯ
ﺍ
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4.3. Assamese and Bodo OCR
1) List of tasks allocated initially
• Generation of Assamese corpus (target 5000 pages)
• Adaptation of the OCR technology developed in the first phase for Assamese scripts in
collaboration with ISI Kolkata.
• Development and Testing of new OCR for Assamese language
• Development of language based post-processing modules like Spell check, web based OCR
service
• Generation of Bodo corpus (target 5000 pages)
• Development of OCR for Bodo language on experimental basis by adaptation of OCR
developed for Devanagari script in collaboration with ISI Kolkata.
2) Tasks carried out and achievements
• Generation of Assamese corpus –
o Number of Scanned pages-6973
o Number of Annotated pages-4950
•
Adaptation of Bangla OCR for Assamese script in collaboration with ISI Kolkata. The
following is the summary of failure cases of the Bangla OCR on Assamese text:

•

•
•
•

•
•

The Bangla OCR is adapted by including the distinct and the different characters in the
symbol set.
Development of the New Assamese OCR and Testing of the OCR on Assamese corpus: In
Bangla OCR, the middle zone classification is split into two steps. The first stage is a group
classification pooled using characters having similar shapes. The second stage recognizes
individual characters from the pooled groups. The Assamese OCR is developed by modifying
the second stage of the Bangla OCR. We apply the required changes for supporting the
Assamese script. The new OCR is trained with about 1000 samples per characters.
Testing of the OCR on Assamese corpus: An average accuracy of about 96.42% is obtained
by CDAC Noida on 2332 pages.
Generation of Assamese corpus - Over about 7000 pages are scanned and 4300 pages have
been annotated.
Adaptation of the Devanagari OCR for Bodo script: The Hindi OCR is modified with the
addition of six new conjuncts to develop the Bodo OCR. The Bodo OCR is trained with about
200 training samples for each character. The OCR is tested by CDAC Noida on 393 pages
with an average accuracy of 92.56%.
Generation of Bodo corpus- 3500 pages are scanned and about 400 pages are annotated.
Implemented an OCR system for the Meitei Mayek script

3) Revised list of tasks planned for remaining
• Assamese OCR: a. Special Symbol recognition,
o Annotation of remaining scanned pages of Assamese corpus
• Bodo OCR:
o Generation and annotation of remaining pages of Bodo corpus.
o Training and testing of Bodo OCR for performance improvement.
o Increase the number of samples to about 1000 of each character to attain higher
accuracy.
o Deal with some segmentation errors in characters like ङ , ऩ etc.In case of ङ, the dot
present in the right corner and in case of ऩ the dot present in the lower zone is
separately segmented most of the times.
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4.4. Devanagri OCR
Modifications in Devanagari OCR for improved results is as follows:
• New algorithm is employed for word identification, which reduced Run-on and Split-word error
to a large extent.
• Horizontal and vertical spaces of the lines are preserved in the OCR output.
• Horizontal space between words of a particular line is preserved in the OCR output.
• Some modification was done in the shirorekha detection algorithm. If a big dash appears after
a small word, the previous algorithm would take dash position as that of shirorekha. This
mistake is mostly avoided in the current version of the code.
• Devanagari character classes La(ल) and Aaa(अ) of old font are now in the classifier.
•
•

A 2nd stage classification has been introduced for the following character
घ,थ, ध, प, भ, म, य, ष, थ्, म

•
•

A 2nd stage classification has been done for another pool of 32 classes.
New codes are added for A-kar(◌ा), danda(।) and seven(7) identification.

•

Errors in recognizingक़, ख़,फ़ characters are substantially reduced.

•
•

Some new character classes like half-cha,half-dha, full-sha are inserted in the classifier.
Low quality training samples in various Devanagari fonts have been used to train the
classifier and improve the results.
In the current version danda (।) and question mark (?) appear as part of the words, not a
separate word.
An improved code for text lines detection is introduced. Now, most overlapped lines are
distinctly detected.
We have added some special modifications for improving the recognition Engine module.

•
•
•

4.5. Bangla OCR
The earlier version of our OCR system was unable to handle certain type of old fonts which are present in
books like Ichamati. Hence the OCR-ed outcome was poor. In these types of books, the positions of
upper and lower zone modifiers are quite different. For example, in the words below Hossu, Dirghu do not
hold the conventional property of appearance in Bangla script.
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Also the previous version of the Bangla OCR system was unable to detect the upper part of Hossi-kar,
Dirghi-kar and Chandrabindu for the book Ichamati due to its unconventional appearance in size (very
small length).

We have done the
necessary changes by
upgrading
several
modulesin the system to reduce the problem as much as possible. Hence the OCR-ed result for the book,
i.e. Ichamati, has improved significantly.
Some problems related to the identification of “Dash” have also been resolved in this current version.
Whenever the Dash occurred with a character in touching fashion, our old system was unable to segment
them. Now our system can successfully segment these touching characters for most of the cases.

Also the last version was unable to address the following Juktakhor problem,

In case of the above mentioned type of Juktakhor character identification, previously our system used to
segment the Juktakhor into different characters, as in a single juktakhjor multiple connected components
can be found.
But now we have incorporated a module which helps to reduce such problems and it does not segment
the Juktakhor further.
Also we have focused on reducing the per page time complexity of our OCR system, we have upgraded
the data structures of the whole system efficiently. Hence the memory leak is reduced and the work flow
has become simpler to understand. Previously our system used to take approximately 17-23 seconds for
a single standard page. Now the run time has been reduced approximately to 11-15 seconds.
4.6. Manipuri OCR
1) Objective
Adaptation of Bangla OCR technology developed in the first phase of the OCR project for
Manipuri Language (Bangla Script).
2) Scanning
The scanning of Manipuri document images is done by IIIT, Hyderabad. They have completed
scanning of 5000 document images. The scanning has been done in two separated resolutions
for each document image (600 dpi and 300dpi).
3) Data Entry and Annotation
The data entry of the scanned images is done in Manipur University. Texts for 3000 document
images have been entered. We have completed annotation of 3300 pages.
4) Development
Testing result of Manipuri OCR is given below:
Total Page

OCRed Page

Substitution error rate (%)

Total error rate (%)

3537

3337

4.462623

6.7103
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5) Factors of high error rate:
Error rate of some books is very high because they contained English paragraphs, italics font,
image headings and there are many books of poem.
6) Some attempts:
i.
The testing result of the Manipuri OCR after integration with Post-Processing module
developed by the IIT, Delhi, is given below.
Total Page
Substitution error rate (%)
Total error rate (%)
1556
ii.

3.954834352

7.5703722

Manipuri OCR is integrated with Tesseract OCR which is done at Panjabi University.
The special symbols and English characters are stored in a separate file and
Manipuri Script in another file. We are trying to combine the two outputs into a single
output file.
Some steps for recognizing the Punctuation marks and English characters are going
on.

iii.

4.7. Tibetan OCR
In last meeting we have submitted some new pages for testing and results of some those pages
produced by CDAC, Noida are given in following table.
Book
Code

No of
Page

Annotatio
n Size

OCR
Size

differ
ence

Edit
Distance

Mismatch
Score

Substitution
error

Total
error

327

41

74019

73569

460

6454

5434

7.34136

8.71938

329

9

19788

19741

59

2047

1858

9.38953

10.3447

330

40

75752

75258

556

8065

6789

8.96214

10.6466

Total

90

169559

168568

1075

16566

14081

8.30448398

9.770050

After some monitoring we achieved these results
Book
Code
329

No of
Page
225

Annotation
Size
445707

OCR
Size
444485

differ
ence
1856

Edit
Distance
43329

Mismatc
h Score
36587

Substitution
error
8.208755

Total
error
9.72140

330

124

238710

238333

733

19915

17048

8.342759

7.14172

Total

349

684417

682818

2589

63244

53635

7.836596695

9.2405653

The problem we have faced and overcome:
• Fused and Merged Characters: Fused and merged characters were handled by first
modeling their characteristics to identify them using the character width as a feature. We then
dilated the white pixel in all those pages where large number of characters are crossing
character width barrier.
•

Broken Character: For broken characters we apply statistical approach and check whether
there is any broken piece. If we found any such piece then we merged that with neighboring
(left and right neighbors) characters. This results in two possible solutions. Both these were
then classified. The symbol with a better confidence value was chosen as the final solution.

•

Dense Character and line segmentation: To deal with this problem we have used a two
way segmentation method.
o Firstly we have calculated the stroke width of each character from the collected
character set and then we have down sampled the horizontal histogram by a (2*
average stroke width) to smooth the low peaks.
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After this we have used block label base segmentation to calculate the average line
height only.
o Finally we have used horizontal profiling for final line segmentation. Here we have
maintained the line height information also to check it with previously calculated
average line height information. If line height is greater than 2*average line height
then we have suspected that portion is highly affected by dense characters problem.
To segment this type of lines we have created a window (2*stroke width) after the
average line height and have looked for the minima. We have segmented these line
from that minima.
Apart from resolving the above issues we have also worked on groups of characters that get
frequently confused amongst each other. We have identified 5 groups of confused character
and till now we have worked on 2 groups. Mostly we have used structural features to
differentiate the characters within a group.
Unseen Data testing
To test the OCR effectiveness we have run our OCR in some unseen pages which has been
cross checked by humans. We would like to emphasize that these pages were not used at
any stage (training or testing) of the classifier. The accuracy is as follows:
o

•

•
•

No of
Page

Annotatio
n Size

OCR
Size

differ
ence

Edit
Distance

Mismatch
Score

Substitution
error

Total
error

46

64932

65058

215

4104

3512

5.408735

6.320458

4.8. Telugu OCR
This section summarises the current status of the Telugu OCR system and the work done since March
2015 when the most recent grant-in-aid was released by DeitY, Govt. of India.
1) Current Status
The following enhancements are made in the Telugu OCR System:
o Improved SVM training time from 18 minutes to 4 minutes by reducing training set from
15,600 to ≈5000. Retained the accuracy despite reduction in training set.
o Improved classification accuracy by adding touching characters to the training set (Refer to
Fig.1). This helps in poor quality documents. With the touching characters (Refer Fig.1) the
current OCR system has 8.78% error rate. Without these touching characters the error rate is
9.64%.
o Added new symbols (classes) to the classifier including the Indian Rupee symbol (Refer to
360 to 369 & 501 to 519 from the Fig.2).
In addition, the corpus is also analysed for the presence of broken symbols and merged/touching
symbols in text, and the presence of small non-text symbols that interfere with the text symbols.
In summary, the average performance of the OCR system is increased by 3.42% from the earlier
88.2% accuracy over the 4325 documents from corpus. The system takes on an average ≈14.72s on
the machine with specifications (Intel Pentium(R) D CPU 3.00 GHz with 4 GB RAM) to process where
as it used to take ≈40s earlier: the speed increased by ≈63% due to reduced training set. Finally, the
analysis of the corpus shows that there are 5% ill-formed symbols which may not be recognisable
without post-processing. In addition there are another 2% pages where the number of lines of text or
the layout leads to failure of the existing line segmentation algorithms in the consortium library.
2) Technical Details
The Telugu OCR System uses a SVM classifier which is a move from its earlier CNN classifier. The
SVM classifier consistently gave a performance of 99% on individual symbols whereas the best that
CNN achieved was 93%. The testing was done on a dataset of 75000 labelled symbols derived from
the corpus.
OpenCV SVM (LIBSVM) has been used to build the SVM models in the OCR System. Radial Basis
Function (RBF) was used as the kernel function. NU SVC function is used for training and prediction.
A combination of fringe-map and inverse fringe map is used as the feature vector. Each feature
vector is 1024 dimensional.
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Telugu text contains nearly 425 symbols but only 325 of them account for 99.5% of the text in the
corpus. The same symbols account for 99.13% of a larger Telugu text corpus sourced from various
places (internet). Therefore, these 325 classes and 15 other symbols including Indian Rupee, Dollar
and braces etc., a total of 340 symbols (Refer to Fig.2) are used for SVM training. A labelled symbol
set of 90,878 samples are used for training and testing the classifier. The SVM classifier is crossvalidated using ≈5000 samples for training and the remaining for testing.
The Table 1 summarises the results of our experiments. The number of classes was varied from 20 to
325 to see if the SVM has any limitation dealing with large number of classes but the performance
reduction is marginal.
Table 8. Performance of SVM Classifier on Symbol Dataset
No. of Classes
Trg. Set Size
20
1577
45
22008
75
30108
100
42723
200
79510
325
90878

Accuracy
100.00
99.89
99.85
99.74
99.50
99.50

Table 2 shows the performance of the OCR system with the SVM classifier on the corpus. The following
Table 2 contains the results of the DRISHTI system, and comparison between performances of old
system and new system (with integration of SVM). The Table 2 contains the old OCR error rate and New
OCR error rate and their differences on 4325 pages of 26 books. From the Table 2 we can identify that
the overall performance of the new DRISHTI system is increased by 3.42% from 88.20% to 91.22%, for
most (23 out of 26) books the performance is improved. For remaining (3 out of 26) a marginal decline
(1.12%) took place. It could be due to reduction in the training set. However improved efficiency makes
more practical to exclude those samples.

Figure 2. Touching Characters Set with OCR Codes

Books
Labels

Novel Name

Err (Old)

Err (New)

Impr

0319

Pillalakathalu

21.38

9.83

11.55

0120

GurajadaRachanaluKavithalu

17.7

8.10

9.60

0042

RaniLakshmibai

18.58

9.90

8.68

0322

BalaGayyaluGeyakathalu

11.56

4.62

6.94
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0015

RambabuDairypart2

14.23

9.19

5.04

0325

VijayaVilasamu

11.33

6.99

4.34

0044

BankimchandraChatterjee

14.09

9.76

4.33

0323

Daankwikostsaahasayaatralu

9.27

5.84

3.43

0001

Aashyapadham

10.83

7.73

3.10

0063

Rajasekharacharitra

6.8

3.79

3.01

0012

Rekkalu

8.93

6.13

2.80

0105

Gangajaatara

6.34

3.97

2.37

0127

SrungaraNyshadam

8.8

6.50

2.30

0125

Kalaapoornodayamu

10.07

7.87

2.20

0324

PalnatiViracharithra

7.55

5.45

2.10

0122

PanduranagaMahatyam

10.68

8.86

1.82

0320

OoragaayaNavvindi

14.72

12.90

1.82

0103

GurajadaRachanaluKathanikalu

7.08

5.32

1.76

0011

RambabuDiarypart1

11.36

9.68

1.68

0357

AnnamayyaSankeerthanalu

13.41

12.11

1.30

0321

GVSNavalalukathalu

20.42

19.69

0.73

0013

Jeevansmruthulu

9.45

9.01

0.44

0318

Vaikunthapalli

16.97

16.61

0.36

0045

Chadapurugu

7.13

7.92

-0.79

0010

DivamVaipu

5.61

6.65

-1.04

0317

KRKMohankathalu

12.39

13.92

-1.53

Average

11.80

8.78

3.01

Table 9. Results and Comparison of Old and New OCR System
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Figure 3. Training Symbols
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Figure 4. Training Symbols (Continued. . . )
4.9. Oriya OCR
1) Recurrent neural networks (RNN)
It have the ability to model contextual information using their recurrent connections from the data
sequence by mapping all previous inputs to each output thus forming a memory. Bidirectional RNN
help the network to learn context in both forward and backward directions. RNNs use gradient based
methods for learning, thus when the number of hidden layers increases, the error which is propagated
back through the hidden layer diminishes. This phenomenon is known as vanishing gradient problem.
Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) architecture are composed of blocks which act as memory units
with the help of three multiplicative gates operating on it. LSTM networks combined with RNNs form a
robust neural network architecture for the problem of sequence labelling. Application of such
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architectures have shown very promising results in speech recognition. These models have been
used for handwriting recognition and has won several competitions.
Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) architectures have overcome all problems of RNNs and have
increased their efficacy. The multiplicative gates of each cell of an LSTM block are known as input
gate, forget gate and output gate. These gates learn to open and close having access to these
memory blocks allowing the cell to store information till the activation of the forget gate. This enables
the memory cell to retain longer range of context. Thus it can remember the error without decaying as
long as the forget gate allows it to do so. This phenomenon is called Constant Error Carousal which
traps the error in the memory and back-propagates this error till the block is trained thus preventing
error decay. Another problem with RNNs are the separate objective functions defined for each point
in the sequence. This enables independent classification on the series and thus requires the data to
be pre-segmented. Again the RNN would produce localized classification and in order to compute the
likelihood of consecutive labels some post-processing scheme would be needed. This limits its
applicability to sequential labelling problems like handwriting recognition, gesture or speech
recognition, in biological networks for protein sequencing and several others. Graves et. al.
introduced the concept of Connectionist Temporal Classification which maximizes the probability of
the label sequence given the input sequence with a novel forward backward algorithm for alignment
of input and label sequences. This helps the network of avoid the need to segmented data and postprocessing schemes.
2) DEEP BLSTM NETWORKS:
Although LSTM has been used successfully for speech recognition, deep feedforward neural nets
have performed better than LSTM which motivated us to use Deep LSTM based architectures for text
recognition [5], [6]. As mentioned in the section 2, LSTM has been used for recognition of printed and
handwritten text, but Deep architectures have so far not been tried. This paper presents a Deep
BLSTM architecture for the recognition of printed text. This architecture primarily has three
bidirectional LSTM layers (BLSTM) used as the three hidden layers stacked between the input and
output layers.
Bidirectional LSTM has been used so that previous and future context with respect to current position
can be exploited for sequence learning in both the forward and backward direction in two layers. To
create a deep BLSTM network the interlayer connections should be made such that the output of
each hidden layer (consisting of a forward and backward LSTM layer) will propagate to both the
forward and backward LSTM layer forming the successive hidden layer. The stacking of hidden layers
helps obtain higher level feature abstraction. The use of deep BLTSM networks for text recognition is
the key contribution of this paper. The block diagram of this architecture is shown in Figure 5.
This deep network is a three layer deep bi-directional hierarchically subsampled RNN that is
composed of three levels: input layer as the 1st level, three hidden recurrent layers in the 2nd level
and output layer as the 3rd level. Each hidden layer is a BLSTM pair and is separated by feedforward
layers with tanh as activation function. Sampling windows are applied to input sequence, output of 1st
hidden level and output of 2nd hidden level. Sampling window size is a tunable parameter although
we consider a fixed dimension for a certain layer in our experiments. As the network proceeds to
higher levels or subsequent layers the window size decreases as explained in section below. The
forward pass for this architecture differs from that of an RNN, so the sum over input is again summed
over size of sub-sampling window here as shown below.
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Figure 5. Deep Bidimensional Bidirectional LSTM network

Forward pass: In the forward pass of RNN, activations arrive at the hidden layer (having H units) from
both the current external input and the hidden layer activations from the previous time step which are
summed over sums of input (which has I units) by the sub-sampling window size S. Forward pass is given
by

Back propagation through time: For backpropagation the derivative of the loss function with respect to
output layer activation is calculated for each point. The backpropagation is given by:

Here since LSTM is used in hidden layers the derivative_0 h has to be replaced by the LSTM derivatives
for each gate [30]. For a single LSTM cell the hidden vector sequence is computed by computing the
outputs at each of the gates as shown below. Here i, f, c, o are the input gate, forget gate, cell state and
output gate activations at a time instant t and h is the hidden vector sequence.
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Since bidirectional LSTM is being used, equation 7 cannot be directly used but a forward hidden
sequence h1 and backward hidden sequence h2 is computed instead as shown below in equation 8 and
9 respectively.

A stack of three such BLSTM layers is constructed as hn where n ranges from 1 to 3 thereby forming
output yt.
• Subsampling Window sizes: Since in a deep network the number of computations and thereby
the computational time vastly increases, sub-sampling is a very necessary step aimed for the
reduction of computational cost of the higher levels in the hierarchy of the network. Sub-sampling is
also required for the reduction of separation between data points in the input sequence in higher
levels. This in turn gives another advantage in the data representation as the network advances to
the higher layers, the data from a few high resolution features progresses to many low resolution
features. Sub-sampling window size decreases the length of sequence in the applied layer by a
factor of the window width. The sizes are carefully chosen and are constant for a single layer. As
the network proceeds to higher layers, size of sub-sampling window is reduced and at the last
hidden to output layer transition no sub-sampling is applied. Sub-sampling should be done taking
into concern that the length of output sequence and target sequence should remain same. The
speed of the network increases with sub-sampling but the robustness of the network to sequential
distortions can be lost if the window size is greatly increased.
• Hidden Layer Sizes: The hidden layer size can vary independent of the subsampling window sizes
as hierarchical sub-sampling is for reduction of length of sequence and may even increase bit rate.
Generally, if the hidden layer has H units, layer below has I units and the sub-sampling window size
is S, then the output sequence of the layer above should contain H=(S _ I) bits as that of the lower
layer. The size of hidden layer is determined with the aim each level should consume half the
processing time of the level below. So if 1st hidden layer containing I units (I2 weight operations per
time step) is subsampled to S width windows, succeeding hidden level should have H units such
that H = (S _ I2)=2, therefore total time required can never be more than twice of that required by
the lowest hidden layer.
• Output Layer: A Connectionist Temporal Classification (CTC) layer is used as the output layer with
softmax activation function and number of units is equal to the number of labels plus one. This extra
one unit is for the probability of occurrence of blank. This helps in determining switching of labels
signifying start and end of a sequence and also in the identification of same labels occurring
consecutively in the network. The use of CTC allows to work on unsegmented data as it is able to
start labelling from any point in the input sequence irrespective of the alignment. CTC is used as
output layer only when the alignment between input and output sequences is unknown. The output
of CTC is a sequence of probabilities for the complete label sequence thus eliminating the need of
postprocessing schemes as required by RNNs. CTC first transforms the network outputs in terms of
conditional probability distribution over all possible label sequence given the input sequence and
then the objective function of the network maximizes the probability to find the most probable label
sequence for the corresponding input sequence. The output sequence of a CTC is a one
dimensional data and for text since it has horizontal writing the output must be collapsed vertically
before applied to CTC.
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3) DATA PREPROCESSING AND GROUND TRUTH PREPARATION
Recognition of Oriya characters is very challenging due to the presence of large number of classes
and highly similar shapes of basic characters. A significant structural feature observed for Oriya
characters is that the lower part of most characters are circular, thus when the stroke width is thick,
formation of merged characters is observed. This approach has been tested on word images of
printed Oriya Script. Pages are scanned from several books with different fonts at 300 dpi resolution
and are binarized using Sauvolabinarization. The pages do not have any skew. The original pages
were very thin and when scanned, due to ink blotting the text on the backside interferes with the
foreground text. For each binarized page, lines are segmented using horizontal profiling and words
are segmented from these lines using vertical profiling. Raw binarized image pixels are used as input
features by the network. For ground truth we have used unicode sequences (in decimal format) for
each word. From annotated xml files the text is extracted and converted to its decimal format. This is
then segmented for each word and saved as groundtruth with the corresponding word image. In Indic
scripts basic characters combine with vowels to form vowel modifiers and with other characters to
form consonants to form conjuncts. These conjuncts and vowel modifiers are composed of more than
one unicode and thus learning the alignment becomes important. These unicode-reordering issues
are explained with the help of a word image and its corresponding ground truth in figure 2. The
presence of conjuncts and vowel modifiers induces the need of unicode re-ordering or postprocessing schemes but LSTM using CTC output layer is able to learn the sequence alignment, thus
does not need any post-processing.

Figure 6. Unicode reordering issues in Indian Languages

4) Network Parameters
The neural network uses CTC output layer with 95 units (94 basic class labels and one for blank).
The network is trained with three hidden bidirectional LSTM layers separated by feedforward units
with tanh activation. Several experiments have been performed by varying the number of hidden units
in each hidden layer. Hierarchical sub-sampling windows of size 3X4 (3 pixel wide and 4 pixels high)
are applied to the input block. To the 1st hidden block sub-sampling window of size 3X4 is applied
and to the 2nd hidden block a window of 2X4 is applied. The feedforward layers have tanh activation
function and the CTC output layer has softmax activation function. The network is trained with a fixed
learning rate of 104, momentum 0.9 and initial weights are selected randomly from [-0.1,0.1]. The
total number of weights in the network are 15413. Bias weights to read, write and forget gates are
initialized with 1.0, 2.0, -1.0. The output unit squashing function is a sigmoid function. CTC error has
been used as the loss function for early stopping since it tends to converge the fastest thereby
training time decreases with decrease in the number of epochs. Label error gives character error rate
and the sequence error denotes word recognition error. The sequence error is calculated in terms of
insertions, deletions and substitutions using edit distance. For BLSTM network we use RNNLIB a
recurrent neural network library.
5) EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We train our deep BLSTM network with 58,972 text words and test with 2156 pages. Several
experiments were performed by varying the number of layers and the number of hidden units in each
layer, the best of which is reported here. It was observed that in case of deep networks, although they
require very long time for the computation of each epoch, the label error drastically reduces in each
epoch. By changing the number of hidden units in each layer for a three layer deep BLSTM network
there was not a huge difference in accuracy. This proved the advantage of deep networks over single
layered networks. The results support the hypotheses of depth more important than layer size. The
number of hidden units were gradually increased to observe the difference in accuracy keeping in
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mind the computation time required. When the number of hidden nodes of the BLSTM hidden layers
are increased from (5,10,50) to (10,50,100), within 20 epochs the label error comes down to 6% from
that of 20%. At each epoch, label error drastically reduces proving the efficiency of deep networks.
For the deep network we obtained a training error of 0.1% at the end of 150 epochs as given in table
1. The time required for each epoch is approximately 17 min on an Intel i7 processor with 16 GB
RAM.

No of pages

Test Accuracy

2156

88.58

6) Future Work
Currently the main errors are rendering errors in vowel modifiers and few conjuncts. We aim to minimize
this error using lexicon based post-processing.
4.10.

Malayalam OCR

1) Achievements in Malayalam OCR
The Malayalam OCR had been designed in a modular fashion which made it easier for us to build
and evaluate each modules - segmentation, recognition and text post- processing separately. In this
section the advancements made in the recognition front is discussed brief. Following the principles of
intelligent systems, we approached recognition as a Machine learning problem - to recognize
characters or symbols once segmented images of the symbols are given. We began with
investigating the reasons why Malayalam OCR is harder compared to English or other European
languages.
While in English there are primarily 52 characters Malayalam has nearly 200 symbols. And the
language has its own symbols for numerals. Many symbols look very similar except for minor
changes in the glyph. With even slight degradations these similar looking symbols are very likely to
get confused. Malayalam has also undergone a formal script revision in the latter half of 20th century
which resulted in introduction of several new symbols. However, till date, there are materials getting
printed in both old-script and new-script. This has increased the complexity of recognition for
Malayalam. Our OCR is designed to recognize the common printing style now a days, which is a mix
of both old and new script.
Extracting discriminative features is a key step in any classification problem. Several local and global
features can be used in this task. However, using high dimensional features can make the pattern
classification process more complicated. Some commonly used features include hog, sift, profile
based features, appearance based features, PCA of raw-pixels etc. Once the features are extracted,
we use a classifier to recognize them. The purpose of a classifier is to classify the input features into
one of the possible output labels. SVM is shown to be one of the best classifiers in machine learning
literature. Its success comes out of its capability to maximize the margin and thereby enhancing the
generalization in classifier design. Thus SVM differs from the neural network based approaches
which, in a way, maximizes the empirical accuracy rates measured on the training data. As part of
this activity we evaluated the performance of many feature classifier combinations and finally arrived
at the suitability of SVM classifier in a dag architecture. However, we also considered the alternate
implementation of the one Vs rest classifier to provide an effective decision in presence of multiple
classes. For the empirical studies, we assumed (and of course collected) the availability of well
segmented symbols (primitives). This helped in designing efficient and accurate large class classifier.
A major challenge involved in phase 2 dataset lies in adapting OCR classifier to different datasets.
New additions to the dataset includes newspaper clips, magazine pages and old books. We have
adapted our classifier to meet most of the challenges. The classifier size was reduced from 150MB
size to 5MB and more classes were added to handle the new data. Support for English characters
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and Arabic numerals were added. Data from 25 popular fonts were used for training and thus made
sure that the OCR supports all commonly used Malayalam fonts. Recognition of characters with cuts
and merges was a major challenge. We have designed and developed a set of algorithms which can
detect such characters. Our method was tested on more than 7500 pixel level annotated characters
containing a mix of cuts, merges and normal characters. We were able to achieve 22% improvement
in symbol accuracy and 52% improvement in word accuracy for the dataset used.

Figure 7. Examples of words where our algorithm correctly recognizes despite degradations. Popular
OCRs have failed to recognize these images. We propose a novel n-gram based recognition scheme
that addresses challenges in character recognition. In each example, the top word is the test image
and the bottom word is the concatenation of the matched n-grams, outlined in red.
We used character n-grams to deal with the degradations in the document images. Character ngrams combine the advantages of both characters and words. Sequences of n character/component
segments or character n-grams within a given word image are recognized separately. The label of the
given word-image is inferred from the recognition of its constituent character n-gram images. Few
examples which prove the efficacy of the n-gram based approach are shown in Figure 7.
The accuracy of Malayalam OCR has crossed the 90% mark by the end of the phase-I. With more
challenging documents and need to support more fonts in phase-II, we had to devise new algorithms
so that the OCR is robust to handle diverse documents and robust to degradations. With these
additions the performance was further improved. As per the latest evaluation by CDAC character
Accuracy of Malayalam OCR is more than 95%.
In the recent past we were working on better segmentation algorithms for word and sub-word
segmentation, which gets harder in presence of degradations. Also we have cleaned the Malayalam
corpus to correct any annotation errors. With cleaner data, improved segmentation algorithms the
performance got slightly improved. Presently our efforts are focused on developing an error detection
and correction module which can correct the errors in the OCR output. The highly inflectional nature
of the language makes error detection pretty harder in Malayalam. We have made a detailed analysis
of this problem in comparison with English and a method which can detect errors in Malayalam was
proposed [4]. This method learns from error patterns in the OCR output and statistical language
models (SLMs). Further advancements were made in this direction and are explained in detail in the
next section.
2) Detection and Correction of OCR Errors
In this section first we discuss why error detection and correction is difficult for Malayalam and then
brief outline our efforts to tackle this challenge using statistical language modelling (SLMs).
Size and coverage of the language is an important aspect. This aspect is critical in understanding
why error detection and correction of OCR output in highly inflectional languages like Malayalam is
difficult. The percentage of unique words in Malayalam is much higher. For e.g. one in every three
words in Malayalam is a new word whereas for English, it drops to one in 20 words approximately.
Another factor to take into consideration is the word coverage for different languages. Word coverage
tell us how many unique words are needed to cover certain percent of a language. This will help us in
deciding the size of dictionary that will cover a considerable percentage of the language. There has
been a previous work showing such statistics. We re-created the statistics from that work and made
some interesting observations. To cover around 80% of the words, English requires around 8K words.
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The same for Malayalam is closer to 300K. A linguist may argue that this explosion in the number of
unique of words is primarily due to the morphological variation, and does not really relate to the
richness in the language. However, at the level of error detection, this number critically affects, until
we have morphological analyzers which can work on erroneous text.
Many efforts have been made to build OCRs for Indic scripts. However, the effectiveness of the
techniques employed in English OCRs is not reproducible in Indic scripts. While a lot of emphasis has
been placed on building good OCRs, little has been done in the area of post processing in Indian
languages. The challenges in the recognition process can be overcome by using a good postprocessing module. Automating the detection of OCR errors can help improve the overall OCR
accuracy in applications where there is a human in the loop.
This is also the first step towards automatic error correction. The errors can be broadly classified as
real word errors and non-word errors. Real word errors like the word 'aim' getting recognized as 'arm'
are difficult to detect without using any context information (like neighbouring words) because both
are valid words in the language. However, non-word errors like 'aim' recognized as 'oim' can be
detected using character n-gram models.
We propose an error detection technique for Indian languages using a combination of Recurrent
Neural Network (RNN) and a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM). In Indian languages, words are
composed of akshara’s which are similar to syllables in English. We divide words into their constituent
akshara’s and use their bigram and trigram probabilities to build features for training the classifiers.
RNN learns the pattern of word formation using akshara’s in correct and incorrect words from their
bigram and trigram probabilities. We use the GMM model to check the miss-classification of correct
words as errors by the RNN. The error detection approach essentially requires the learning of
patterns which can distinguish a word as error or not. Our method can be used on any language
without requiring knowledge of the intricacies of its grammar, provided we have a fairly large and
clean corpus. Unavailability of a large corpus prompted us to use a web crawler to take advantage of
the huge digital content available online.
Detection of the non-word errors can be done using a dictionary, but capturing real word errors in the
OCR output requires the context information.

Detection and correction of real word errors is analogous to spell checking in typed text. In some
cases, for example, when the error word is a proper noun which is not present in the dictionary, it
may be better to accept the error word as the intended word rather than attempting to find an
intended word in the dictionary. However in Indian languages, the use of these methods are not
effective due to various reasons like complexity of scripts, existence of huge vocabulary etc.
Inflectional languages are also morphologically rich and agglutinative in nature with complex
structures. Besides, there are so many morphophonemic changes in the word formation process.
i.e: two or more valid words can be combined to form another valid word.
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We use a dictionary based approach to correct the errors in the OCR output obtained from the
detection module. The dictionary is composed of the words in the language Malayalam. For each
word in the OCR output, we check its presence in the dictionary. If the word is present in the
dictionary, we label it as a correct word. On the other hand, if it is not found, we find the closest
matches for the replacement of the incorrect word. We use levenshtein distance as a measure of
closeness between words. We use an inverted index for quick dictionary lookup. In this approach,
we create a boolean vector for each word in the dictionary. The length of the boolean vector is the
number of Unicode’s in Malayalam. For the word to be corrected, we generate its boolean vector.
Those words in the dictionary for which the boolean vector is same as that of word to be
corrected are retrieved as candidates. In case, there is no exact match for the word, we choose
those vectors which are closest to our given vector. We use a maximum of ten candidates for
replacement of incorrect word. The results of the error correction can be seen in the chart where
we assign a score from 0 to10 for each candidate word, depending upon the edit distance from
the original word to be corrected, 0 being the score for the best match. The chart shows that
around 69% of the OCR errors were corrected using the closest match found using our method.
The region marked by '-1' shows that 22% of the error words could not be corrected using this
approach. The splitting of words by the OCR into unrecognizable chunks and misrecognition of
large number of characters in a word are the primary reasons for this.
3) Adapting to Font and Style Variations
Exploring the possibilities of cross document word image retrieval, we have developed a method
to retrieve images in presence of font variations. An effective style independent retrieval scheme
using a nonlinear style-content separation model was developed. A semi-supervised style
transfer strategy to expand the query into multiple styles was also devised. And both the
approaches were validated on a collection of images which vary in style and font. Domain
adaptation techniques are widely used for problems where there is a mismatch between the
training data and the test data distributions. As part of our efforts to deal with font and style
variations in recognition and retrieval an unsupervised domain adaptation technique was
developed. We align the source domain subspace with the target domain subspace in order to
reduce the miss-match between the two distributions. We model the subspace using Locality
Preserving Projections (LPP).
A dictionary learning based approach to tackle the problem of domain miss-match was also
developed. In our approach, we jointly learn dictionaries for the source and the target domains.
Using these dictionaries, we separate the domain specific information and the information which
is common across the domains. We use the latter for training cross-domain classifiers i.e., we
build classifiers that work well on a new target domain while using labelled examples only in the
source domain. A classifier based retrieval scheme for efficiently and accurately retrieving
relevant documents was developed .We overcome the practical limitations of the classifier based
solution in terms of limited vocabulary support, and availability of training data. In order to
overcome these limitations, we design a one-shot learning scheme for dynamically synthesizing
classifiers. Given a set of SVM classifiers. The approach allows us to seamlessly adapt our
solution to new fonts, styles and collections [9]. Figure 2 shows an example where the proposed
approach yields better results than OCR results.
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Figure 8. (B) OCRs make many errors. Examples of word images and the errors from a commercial OCR in a page. (C) Examples
of a classifier based retrieval compared with OCR retrieval.

4.11. Gujarati OCR
Gujarati OCR uses DCT 96 features of connected components (samples in the dataset) normalized to
32x32 pixels. Features file generated of these samples has 50,000+ records. Many classes have more
than 200 samples. This is one of the reasons of OCR performing slow. To address the speed issue,
following techniques have been tried out.
• Averaged Features: Features of all the samples of a class are averaged out
• Median Features: Median is calculated of the features of all the classes
• Single Sample Features: Features were generated by taking only one sample of each class
It was observed that the speed of OCR improved drastically (almost 5-6 times faster), but, at the cost of
accuracy. Hence, this approach was discarded and DCT 96 features of all the samples (50,000+) has
been used in further testing and improvement.
A major obstacle all the OCRs are facing is broken and merged characters. To address broken
components issue we have used a technique of aggregating broken components and identifying those
grouped components as one unit. This has helped in improving recognition accuracy in the range of 0.54.0%. It is also noted that this approach has also degraded accuracy in some books. The reason behind
this misbehaviour is the aggregation of non-broken components also giving a new shape/class which
does not exist in the dataset.
December 22, 2015
December 22, 2015
(with shadow) version-2
(without shadow) version-1
Book Code

Pages
Evaluated

Total Error
Rate

Total
Substitution
Rate

Total Error
Rate

Total
Substitution
Rate

145

430

6.240

3.597

5.810

3.501

98

513

7.507

4.046

6.769

3.131

153

10

6.837

2.210

7.081

2.210

94

283

8.269

4.410

7.175

3.649

82

177

6.820

2.465

7.734

3.419

96

163

8.775

4.338

7.969

3.798

149

197

8.650

3.086

9.115

3.221

85

423

8.951

4.222

9.872

4.085

88

426

13.285

5.427

14.309

6.200

87

256

12.953

6.104

15.908

7.340

83

199

13.994

2.808

17.227

7.110

99

208

21.672

4.050

25.038

10.981
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Another factor that has helped improve accuracy in case of books with large number of broken characters
is adding samples of frequently appearing broken components in the dataset. This has increased number
of classes a little bit, but certain characters are properly recognised.
One more factor that has drastically affected Gujarati OCR speed and accuracy is the use of 96 DCT
features. Previous version used 1024 features. With 1024 features it used to take approximately 6 – 8
minutes for a dense page. With 96 DCT features it takes approximately 60 – 70 seconds for a dense
page and 20 – 30 seconds for a smaller page. Huge reduction in overall size of the OCR package i.e.
from 75 – 80 MB to less than 12 MB. Current version uses features file in binary format in contrast to the
previous one that used text format. Small components / characters like full stop ( . ), anuswar ( ◌ં ) and
hyphen ( - ) are recognised on the information based on position and dimension. Proper recognition of
punctuation marks.
Refining of script based grammar module for generating legitimate characters out of connected
components cluster. Recognizes English characters and symbols with 90% accuracy.
Approach of aggregating broken components can perform well across all types of books if a new dataset
is generated. But, this would require more time as this not only will generate a new dataset but also script
based grammar rules needs to be rewritten.
4.12. Malayalam OCR
1) Scanning Status
• Total Book Pages Selected :
5127
• Total Book Pages Scanned :
5127
• Total Pages Data Typed
:
5127
• Total Pages Annotated
:
5127
• Total Pages Tested
:
4973
2) OCR Status
• Marathi OCR is developed to have bi-lingual recognition and punctuations recognition
• Marathi OCR accuracy is 92.64% on consortia data (bi-lingual data).
• Memory leaks removal, exceptional handling and source code optimization done.
• Script recognition module is developed to differentiate between Marathi and English using
Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HoG) and Local Binary Patterns (LBP) features. The two
feature vectors extracted as above are concatenated to yield the final feature descriptor for
the word image. Given normalized 36 HoG features and 256 LBP features, total length of the
descriptor
add
up
to
292.
We
use
SVM
for the task of multi-class classification. In order to handle non-linear class
boundaries, SVM uses radial basis function kernel. These features are not invariant to text
inversion. (Multi-script Identification from Printed Words)
• Developed support for punctuation marks including rupee symbol. Following is the list of
symbols supported in Marathi OCR.

Supported Symbol List
₹

•
•
•

{

}

$

*

→

!

.

[

]

&

\

~

?

-

®

<

>

#

+

%

:

_

©

(

)

@

^

÷

,

English OCR developed by ISI is reused in latest Marathi OCR.
Carried out the frequency analysis of Marathi words for commonly used Marathi Akshara’s
that are unique to printed Marathi language and do not frequently appear in Hindi.
An existing HINDI OCR is modified to create segmented images and then used gradient
features and K-Mean clustering for around 85000 segments to generate list of classes to be
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•

•
•

added for Marathi OCR. We use manual classification to identify newly added classes from
85000 segments.
Used above data to train the HMM with gradient features, and then used HMM for
automatically identifying new classes from remaining 2 Lakh segmented images.
For classification using SVM, Support vectors were extracted from SVM model file of existing
Hindi OCR. 18 new classes for Marathi were added into previous Hindi classes using same
features as were used for Hindi.
Completed 5-fold cross validation on the above generated data, here the best Cost is same
as above i.e. 1 but the accuracy is coming about 77.97% on above best C & gamma
parameters.
Training data of 18 pure Marathi classes and other classes which are not present in current
Hindi OCR are generated.
18 pure Marathi classes trained using Support Vector Machine (SVM).
Confusion matrix between Marathi OCR output and Hindi OCR output is analyzed. After
analysis it is being observed that these 18 new classes are not creating any new confusion in
existing classes of Hindi OCR.
Also, experimented with HOG features in place of direction feature used in Hindi OCR to and
training is done using SVM.
The 18 new pure Marathi classes are added to Marathi OCR shows a significant
improvement in terms of accuracy (2 to 3 %) for pages having good frequency of these new
classes.
Additionally, a completely new recognition engine for Marathi middle-zone characters has
been developed. Only the middle-zone character recognition engine has been revised,
because it is only this character category that showed significant difference across Marathi
and Hindi Text. Upper-zone and lower-zone characters are observed to be the same in both
the texts.
First, the task of data collection from Marathi Image corpus was undertaken. Segments were
generated using Hindi OCR Character Segmentation Module developed by ISI-Kolkata.
The generated segments were made to undergo a preliminary classification using an HMM
classifier trained on Hindi class-set. The classification was inaccurate and also, a certain
amount of data was left unclassified, belonging to the rejection class of HMM. Thus, a second
level manual validation followed. Classified data was cleaned and unclassified data was
categorized.
Based on the sample count of each observed class, a total of 222 significant mid-zone
character classes were identified from Marathi data. The class set overlapped with the
existing Hindi class-set in 163 categories while 59 more were introduced anew. Examples of
new additions include:

The validated corpus of annotated segments was divided into train and test set. The above
created training database was used to build a non-linear SVM classifier, learning from the
HoG features extracted from the samples.
Further, we carried out incremental generation of the data for refining of classifier, illustrated
below. The technique developed above i.eHoG based character classification using SVM;
was employed to classify more segments extracted from different books in the corpus.
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An average of 5 samples was picked for each class/book in the Marathi corpus, and a
balanced and generic training dataset was prepared. Remaining data was added to the test
set.
The SVM was trained anew, using the HoG features extracted from the above collated
training dataset containing a total of 16930 samples. It was then tested on the compiled testset consisting of 17154 samples.
Obtained Training accuracy: 100% and Test accuracy: 99.501%.
Finally, the Marathi OCR was developed by modifying the Hindi OCR middle-zone segment
recognition using HOG feature descriptor.
Marathi OCR code is modified according to the consortia standard for integration. It is
accepting each text block as input and create output text file for respective block of the page
by adding block number in naming convention of text file.
There were many memory leaks in Hindi OCR and most of the memory leaks are solved in
Marathi OCR by modifying source code and some function definition as well as declaration.
Marathi OCR is developed for Linux and Window platform.
Window dll of Marathi OCR was created for accepting batch input of images using block xml.
Window tool with GUI using .Net to generate OCR output data per book using block xml so
that non-text part in pages can be ignored as we do not have perfect text non-text
classification module. Window dll of Marathi OCR created to be used in this tool for batch
input image using block xml.
Sample Accuracy of Hindi OCR vs Marathi OCR on Marathi Images
Table 10. Accuracy of Marathi images on Hindi OCR and Marathi OCR.
Book
Code
499

•

No. of Marathi pages
having Pure text
343

Hindi OCR
Accuracy
84.27

Marathi
OCR
Accuracy
91.88

Accuracy
Improvement
7.61

Min Improvement (Page Level)

1.94

Max Improvement (Page Level)

13.46

Sample Marathi Paragraph & Words
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The highlighted segments are only observed in Marathi and not present in Hindi language.
Marathi OCR Analysis
Devanagari used for writing Marathi is slightly different than that of Hindi or other languages.
The first noticeable difference is character ‘Lla’ & ‘Llla’

Similarly shape of printed letter ‘La’ (ल) is different and it is widely used in all Marathi books,

Marathi also uses distinct shape for (र(Ra) + Halant + Consonent) called eye-lash-Ra;
Another highly frequent character is
We used the segmentation module
to separate out the connectedcomponents/symbols. After analyzing the frequency of symbols/classes as well as their
importance to the Marathi language, 18 additional symbols/classes were identified which are
over and above the existing Hindi Symbols. These symbols are necessary to represent
Marathi language. Following table shows some of the commonly used symbols in Marathi.
Some symbols are never used in Hindi and others are used rarely.

No.

New Class

No.

1

10

2

11

3

12

4

13

5

14

6

15

7

16

New Class
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8

17

9

18

Script Identification Module
We have a developed a combination of Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HoG) and Local
Binary Patterns (LBP), extracted over words, to capture the unique and discriminative
structural formations of different scripts. We have tested this approach on a dataset
consisting of 11 Indian scripts with an accuracy of 97.4%. In an end-to-end document
recognition system it is correct to assume a skew correction unit prior to script identification.
Depending on the amount of skew, the skew correction unit can either yield a correctly
aligned document or an inverted one. For script identification in such scenarios, we introduce
a novel set of features - Inversion Invariant HoG (II-HoG) and Inversion Invariant LBP (IILBP). II-HoG and II-LBP are together used to identify the script irrespective of text inversion.
After script recognition, script-specific HoG and LBP feature-combination is used to find the
text alignment i.e. 0° or 180°. For the same database, first-level inversion-invariant scriptidentification accuracy over 11 scripts is 95.8%, 1% gain over the existing best, while the
second-level script-specific orientation-detection accuracy is averaged at 97.7%.
Engine Architecture
We have performed following experiments,
1) We re-implemented the mid-zone recognition unit using Radial Kernel SVM based on
HOG (Histogram of Oriented Gradients) features.
2) The re-implemented section is of Middle Zone Recognition highlighted below,
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3) Middle Zone Glyph Recognition unit is the largest glyph recognition unit with a set of 222
classes to be discriminated.
4) This recognition unit is re-implemented using a Linear SVM trained on HOG features.
5) HOG stands for Histogram of Oriented Gradients. It basically captures the distribution of
intensity gradients or edge directions in the image over overlapping parts. In our
implementation, each 24x24 image has a 6x6 gradient window run over it, with an
overlap factor of 0.5. The angle values for each window are normalized to the range of 0180° and allocated among 9 bins of spread 20° each. The magnitudes of the allocations
to each bin are added and the sequence of 9 totalized values forms the HOG feature
vector for a window. The same gets repeated for each window and the concatenation of
feature vector sequences of all the windows forms the complete feature vector for the
image. This is passed on to the classifier for recognition.
6) The linear radial-kernel based SVM was tested for different parameter values. It was
found to work best on: Best c (cost) = 16.0 and g (gamma) = 0.03125.
•

Symbol Recognition Statistics:
o Total Classes: 219
o SVM Model Trained over approx. 16930
samples (argmax (100, as many as
available) samples per class)
o Train Set Accuracy (16930 samples): 100%
o Test Set Accuracy (17154 samples): 99.501%

•

OCR Evaluation Results
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Table 11. Accuracy of Marathi OCR on 20 books

Average accuracy of Marathi OCR

92.64%

Total Pages

4973

Book
code
401

No of
Pages

Accuracy

Book
code

No of
Pages

Accuracy

147

95.32

496

179

90.84

406

143

92.01

497

396

92.98

407

181

94.15

498

419

94.62

408

320

94.08

499

495

91.88

409

405

92.43

514

365

95.6

491

166

92.16

515

247

88.03

492

191

89.42

516

223

88.83

493

239

95.36

517

154

89.33

494

149

91.24

518

130

95.97

495

140

94.19

519

284

94.29

4.13. Kannada and Tamil OCR
The following experiments have been carried out and the performance of Tamil and Kannada optical
character recognition (OCR) was evaluated for the 5000 page test corpus,
• Extracting features for better discrimination between character classes
• Splitting merged characters using recognition based segmentation
• Merging cut characters using recognition based segmentation
1) Improvements Due to Feature Extraction
Various features like binary pixel values of the template image, discrete cosine transform (DCT), rowwise and column-wise autocorrelation, discrete wavelet transform (DWT) and some of their
combinations were used as feature vectors. The cross-validation accuracy and the overall character
level test accuracy (for 5000 pages) are reported in the table below. Out of all the features, the
concatenation of row-wise and column-wise autocorrelation and discrete wavelet transform provides
best performance.

Feature type
Binary template image
DCT
DWT
Row-wise and
column-wise
autocorrelation
Combination of
autocorrelation and
DWT

Cross-validation accuracy (%)

Character level test accuracy
(%)
Tamil
Kannada
91.12
84.88
89.74
83.71
91.79
87.64

Tamil
97.03
94.95
97.03

Kannada
99.63
98.20
99.68

97.72

99.71

92.36

85.65

97.88

99.84

92.57

88.46
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2) Improvements due to splitting merged characters:
The problem of merged characters was solved using recognition based segmentation method. In this
method, the detection of a merged image is done based on aspect ratio check. If a merged image is
detected, merged regions inside the image are suspected using a newly developed valley matching
algorithm. Then, based on recognition scores of the sub-components inside the merged image, a
maximum likelihood image sequence will be chosen among all possible combinations. This method
was integrated into the Tamil and Kannada OCR, and the improvement in performance is reported in
the table below. It was observed that the recognition accuracy improved by 15% in one of the Tamil
books (0089_PadmavathiSarithiram), where the merge problem was prevalent.

Character level accuracy
Language
Without Splitting

With Splitting

Tamil

92.57

93.41

Kannada

88.46

91.28

3) Improvements due to handling cut characters:
The problem of broken (or cut) characters was also solved using recognition based segmentation
method. Based on the observation, when a character is broken, it is recognized mostly as one of the
punctuation mark or an Indo-Arabic numeral. So, based on position of the occurrence of such
anomalous symbols in the middle of a word, the cut characters are suspected. Then, the images of
the suspected characters are merged with the neighboring character images (merged with left,
merged with right, merged with both left and right) and then recognized individually. Based on the
average recognition score and aspect ratio check, the best combination is chosen. This method was
integrated into the Tamil and Kannada OCR, and the improvement in performance is reported in the
table below,
Character level accuracy
Language
Without merging

With merging

Tamil

93.41

94.18

Kannada

91.28

92.42
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5. Search in Document Images
5.1. Word Image Based retrieval – IIIT Hyderabad
Word image retrieval from a large corpus of document images is a challenging problem. The problem has
been looked in two settings: recognition based and recognition free. Recognition free based approach
have gained interest in recent years. It has two primary dimensions, (i) represent word images, and (ii)
compare word image representations.
One of the harder problems in this space is to bring semantics into the retrieval pipeline. We have
developed a method to directly transfer semantics from the textual domain.
We have further improved the retrieval algorithms by developing a fast approximation for the commonly
used distance measure for retrieval – dynamic time warping (DTW). For a pair of sequences, to compute
their DTW distance, we need to find the optimal alignment from all the possible alignments. This is a
computationally expensive operation. In this work, we learn a small set of global principal alignments from
the training data and avoid the computation of alignments for query images. Thus, our proposed
approximation is significantly faster compared to DTW distance, and gives 40 times speed up. The image
retrieval methods were used in building a search engine to access the Digital Library of India (DLI) pages.
This was much needed since the OCR’s were not robust enough on the dli pages. The search scheme
used both the noisy OCR output and visual features to provide content level access to the corpus. Figure
4 shows some results of this approach, for major Indian languages.

5.2. Searching OCR’ed Text : LDA Based Approach - IIT Delhi
The document indexing framework first learns the document topic model over a subset of ground truth
data available for the OCR’ed document set. The framework exploits the knowledge of OCR’s con- fusion
matrix such that the topic model captures the semantic relationship between words considering the
confusing cases. The learned topic model further used to index the OCR’ed document by inferencing.
The query document is initially inferred for getting the distribution of different topics over its terms.
Corresponding to the query topic distribution we retrieve the relevant documents with respect to each
topic. We have applied Lucene based indexing for retrieving the relevant documents corresponding to
each document. The advantage of Lucene over Latent Dirchlet Allocation (LDA) is to provide fast search
to retrieve documents corresponding to different topics. The proposed approach is tested on Hindi Books
and Hindi DLI Dataset. The overall block diagram of the approach is shown in figure below.
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A snapshot of the search engine user interface is shown in below. We provide a soft keyboard which
allows user to enter a query, for which results are displayed the new window. The window list the top 20
retrieved result and clicking on any of the links displays the image.

5.3. Document Indexing Framework for Retrieval of Degraded Document Images – IIT

Delhi
Traditional indexing and retrieval systems are either text based or image based. Digital Library of India
dataset contains images that are old and degraded. The access to this dataset is only through metadata.
Due to the unavailability of robust OCR systems for Indian scripts, the retrieval performance. Hence, due
to the huge collection of document images available, demands high retrieval accuracy and minimum
retrieval time. Our Objective is to build an efficient document Image indexing and retrieval system that
can address the following:
• Degraded Document Images
• Language Independent
• Indexing documents available in in multiple media formats
• Search best results in shortest time
The proposed methodology addresses:
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Multi-modal Document indexing methodology that combines information from both media formats,
i.e. same document occurring as image as well as digitized.
The scheme combines multiple modalities for indexing through MKL which applies the kernel
distance based hashing (KDBH) for generating document indexing space.
Learning optimal kernel combination is formulated as a multi-objective optimization problem to
optimize over search accuracy and time complexity GA based setup.

Figure 9. Proposed framework for Indexing and retrieval
Table 12. Retrieval Results for Devanagari and Bangla in terms of mPrecision@10 and MAP

Figure 10. Retrieval Results
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6. OCR for Outdoor Scene
6.1. Scene Text Recognition and Script Separation – IIIT Hyderabad
Reading text in scene images can provide useful information about the content of the image. We have
developed a framework for scene text recognition that exploits both bottom-up and top down cues. The
bottom-up cues are derived from individual character detections from the image. We build a Conditional
Random Field model on these detections to jointly model the strength of the detections and the
interactions between them. We impose top-down cues obtained from a lexicon-based prior, i.e. language
statistics, on the model. Then the optimal image represented by the image by an energy minimization
method. Scene text recognition is a challenging problem and its recent success is mostly limited to the
small lexicon setting, where an image-specific lexicon containing the ground truth word is provided.
Typically, these lexicons contain only 50 words. This setting has many practical applications, but it does
not scale well. Hence we have developed a framework which can perform well even with large lexicons
[14]. We have demonstrated the usefulness of our approach in case of large lexicons, in a public dataset.
The dataset containing 5K words was collected and annotated as part of this project.
In a multilingual country like India sign boards often contain text of regional languages along with English
and Hindi. And in such a setting it is important for us to detect the language/script of the text first so that
language specific recognition can be used in the later stage. To this end we used an off-the-shelf text
localization method and developed a novel mid-level feature based representation which we call bag-ofstrokes, for robust script identification. For a comprehensive evaluation an Indian language scene text
dataset was also made. Figure 5 shows some results of our approach on the dataset.

Figure 11. Success and Failure Cases of our approach to script identification in scene text images

6.2. Scene Text Recognition – IIT Delhi
1) Introduction
This work focuses on the recognition and analysis of text embedded in scene images using Deep
learning. The proposed approach uses deep learning architectures for automated higher order feature
extraction, thereby improving classification accuracies in comparison to handcrafted features used
traditionally. We propose a modified denoising Restricted Boltzmann Machine (GRBM) which has the
ability to reconstruct input structure from noisy images. Exhaustive experiments have been performed
with Deep Belief Networks and Convolutional Deep Neural Networks with varied training algorithms
like Contrastive Divergence, De-noising Score Matching and supervised learning algorithms such as
logistic regression and Multi-layer perceptron. These algorithms have been validated on 4 standard
datasets: Chars 74K English, Chars 74K Kannada, ICDAR 2003 Robust OCR dataset and SVTCHAR
dataset. The proposed network achieves improved recognition results on Chars74K English,
Kannada and SVTCHAR dataset in comparison to the state-of-art algorithms. For ICDAR 2003
dataset, the proposed network is marginally worse in comparison to Deep Convolutional networks.
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We have also constructed a deep convolutional neural networks with multiple kernels at each
convolutional layer for comparison with the proposed deep belief network on the same data.
2) Proposed Architecture:
In this architecture the first layer is a denoising Gaussian Binary RBM as we present RGB images as
input data so binary RBMs had to be modified to assume a normally distributed data. This layer
transfers the real valued input data to a binary representation at its hidden units. Since natural images
are both noisy and the camera capture suffers from illumination problems, reconstruction of a noise
free image is the essential for feature learning. The original score function of the RBM is redesigned
to adapt it for noisy images thus making it more robust. The energy function of RBMs is discussed
below with the mathematical transformation applied on it. This is an inspiration from denoising autoencoders which has been discussed below. The modified score function adapts the model estimation
criterion of an RBM to be able to model structure from noisy images as possible by denoising autoencoders. The block diagram of the proposed architecture is given below:

Figure 12. Block Diagram of proposed Deep Belief Network

3) Datasets:
We have used four publicly available datasets for the validation of our networks to against state-of-art
methods namely: ICDAR 2003 Robust OCR, Chars 74k English, Chars 74k Kannada datasets and
SVT-CHAR dataset. Few sample images and their reconstruction using the proposed GRBM model is
shown in figure 2.

Figure 13. Sample Images and their reconstruction using GRBM model

For the Deep Belief Network architectures, each input image is an RGB image which was first
normalized to size 64 X 64 and patches of size 8 X 8 were extracted from the image. In this case
labels are of single integers, so 1 of K coding was applied in order to create the dataset. These
input samples were pickled and sent to the GRBM layer. For the deep convolutional neural
network, the 64 X 64 images are converted to grayscale and used directly as an input without
further dividing them to patches. The results obtained using the proposed architecture is given in
table below:
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Dataset
Chars 74K English
Chars 74K Kannada
ICDAR 2003
SVT – CHAR

Network Architecture
900-5K-4K
700-6K-4K
900-5K-4K
900-5K-4K

Epochs
200
200
200
200

Accuracy
84.04
78.975
82.923
71.42

Graph showing miss-classification errors against the number of mini-batches resented in each epoch for
ICDAR 2003in green, Chars 74K English in blue, Chars 74K Kannada in red and SVT-CHAR in cyan is
plotted as shown in figure 4. This graph shows that the classification improves with more number of
instances presented. This also proves that such networks are to a huge extent data driven and higher
recognition accuracies can be expected with increased training data.

Figure 14. Missclassification error vs total number of patches

Figure 15. Reconstruction error vs total number of patches for Chars74K

4) Conclusion:
In this paper we proposed a novel Deep Belief architecture for the recognition of scene text. This
architecture does not need any pre-processing of data and is capable of automatic feature learning by
the use of unsupervised methods. A supervised fine-tuning layer uses the labels along with the
generated features for recognition. DBNs have an added advantage since it does not require huge
labelled data and there exists huge volumes of un-labelled textual data embedded in scene images
which could be benefited by the use of pre-trained deep networks. In all the experiments using
different configurations on the standard datasets, it was instantly observed that deep architectures
have outperformed all shallow learning models using handcrafted features. The noise free
reconstructions obtained by the modified denoising RBMs led to improved classification accuracies
for this architecture making it robust to noise and invariances. Our experiments show that
convolutional deep neural networks are equally promising as traditional DBNs.
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6.3. OCR on Mobile – Applications : CDAC Pune
The demand for OCR technologies is increasing for camera captured images since cameras are widely
available. The work on developing mobile OCR technologies should ideally start in parallel to desktop
OCR otherwise there is chance of missing the bus for camera captured technologies.
Mobile applications based on our OCR will allow users to quickly transform photographs of documents,
notes, newspaper clippings, timetables, menus and other text (user selected words and lines) taken with
a built-in camera into data that can be easily stored, shared or exported to other applications.
Initially, recognition of selective lines is targeted. The nurtured compact code of OCR will be optimized in
such a way to convert document image files into text using a small amount of memory and system
resources. Platform independence is ensured to support for such operating systems as iPhone, Android,
Linux, Symbian, and Windows Mobile in future. As we have been observing an increasing interest in
Android among device manufacturers, and with the anticipation of growing demand for sophisticated
mobile OCR applications for this innovative platform, initially we are inclined to create this application on
Android platform later we wish to extend the development in other platform also.
OCR technology transforms images into manageable text which can be saved, stored, edited or sent via
web, web services, email or SMS. The captured and recognized text can be further used in other mobile
and PC applications including notepads, calendars, and libraries and so on.
Examples of applications which can be achieved with Mobile OCR Engine include:
1) OCR for Blind
• Help with day to day activities in their everyday lives, such as shopping, preparing meals,
taking medication, and reading text on traffic signs, reading hoardings.
• The recognized text can be spoken out through Text-to-Speech (TTS), or displayed on the
device with enhanced quality which can be easily read by low vision users.
2) Camera Smartphone/PDA Applications
By taking full advantage of embedded cameras on hand held devices, photo menus, signs and
posters, business cards, and other documents can be converted into text for easier input into a
variety of applications such as:
• OCR based dictionaries and translators
• Making Phone and address books
• Creating regional calendar
• Creating task lists
• Accessing Mobile dictionaries
3) Mobile based OCR Application for Hindi
The Mobile based application is developed under Android platform to capture images and run OCR
from the server. The Hindi OCR is run from the server which can take multiple instances from the
mobile. At present a GUI based selection tool is given to the user, to select the specific word/line to
be OCRed. This application is developed as a proof of concept only, since at present the dictionary
for Hindi is not available.
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4) Dictionary based mobile application for Gurumukhi
• Mobile Application (Android) for Gurumukhi OCR is developed.
• Developed a server based Mobile OCR Application for Gurumukhi OCR (Running Gurumukhi
OCR as an exe).
• Removed some of the memory leaks in Gurumukhi OCR so that there will be no need of manually
increasing the stack size.
• Tried to develop a dll version of the Gurumukhi OCR so that multiple users can use the service at
the same time and for the single time loading of the OCR engine. The DLL creation of Gurumukhi
OCR in collaboration with respective developer is in process.
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6.4. Camera Based Input for OCR – IIT Delhi
The objective is to design an android based application that will translate camera capture text image to
user specific language so that user understand meaning of that text. Application mainly target for Indian
languages like Hindi, Tamil, Telugu, Marathi etc. Application useful for understand meaning of Sign-Board
and Restaurant Menu of different Indian languages.
Mobile have limited resource capabilities like computation power, memory, bandwidth etc. Further
unusual light condition while capturing image and different font of text also issue. Consider all these
issues we have to design an application that will solve our purpose. We are using 4 point projective
transformation algorithm to remove projective transformation from image. Using TDIL(Technology
Development for Indian Languages) -OCR to recognize image text and further using google/bing
language translator for converting text to user defined language.
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Figure: Application Architecture
First of all, design a interface that will capture image from mobile camera. For that we using Android
Camera class that provide interface for preview and snap picture. Also there is zoom in/out button so that
user focus image text correctly. After capturing image there will be interface from which user select those
text part that want to translate. Also that selectable region will be re-adjustable. User may recapture
image also. Then, projective distortion will be remove from selected region of image by using four point
projective transformation. After removing projective distortion from image, image convert into grayscale
image. Then that image send to TDIL-OCR engine for recognize text and after that recognize text will
translate into user specify language and showing to user mobile screen.

Figure: Image Capturing Interface

Figure: Interface for Selecting text from captured Image
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Figure: Image Transformation Result

Figure: Language Selection Interface

Figure: OCR Output Result
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Devanagri Script Result
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7. User Interface Design for the Indian OCR
7.1. User Interface Design for OCR Web Service – IIT Bombay
1) Objective
To design an intuitive and friendly user interface for accessing web-based OCR services for
occasional users.
2) Activity Summary
This activity is carried out in collaboration with CDAC Noida. After an initial review of existing Indian
language OCR software and commercially available international products, a preliminary design of
the web interface was presented to the consortium members in October 2011. Based on the
feedback, the design was finanised. CDAC Noida implemented a first version of this interface by
January 2012. In February 2012, a usability evaluation was carried out with two groups of users – 10
users who were familiar with typing in Indic scripts and 9 users who were not familiar (19 users in all).
Based on this feedback, an improved user interface was designed. The usability findings and
improved designs were presented to the consortium members in March 2012.
3) Current Status
As of February 2013, all suggested changes to the user interface for the Indian OCR Web Service
have been implemented by CDAC Noida.

7.2. User Interface for Indian OCR’s : Desktop Version –IIT Bombay
An interface was designed for the desktop version of the OCR. This includes features to manage single
pages as well as multiple pages. The images and OCRed and edited text files are stored locally.
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7.3. Crowd-sourcing annotation for better OCR Service – IIT Bombay
1) Objective
To automate annotation by crowd-sourcing it. This can enable “manual OCR” as a complement to the
OCR engine, but can also be used to significantly enhance the size of the ground truth.
2) Activity Summary
Training OCR engine requires large amount of annotated data which being partly or entirely a manual
task is time-consuming. But this could be done with the help of crowd sourcing. The most well-known
example of this is Recaptcha, which is used by many web-sites to distinguish bots from actual human
user. We propose to do this in two ways, 1) Indic Recaptcha and 2) Games-based outsourcing.

3) Indic Recaptcha
By creating a Recaptcha-like web-service of images that need to be annotated for Indic scripts, we
can crowd-source the annotation process. This service could be used by several Indian language
websites (including government web sites) to eliminate web bots. The same service can also be used
to correct words that are believed to be incorrectly recognized by the OCR engine and be used to
evaluate the performance of OCR engine. IIT Bombay is collaborating with IIIT Hyderabad and CDAC
Noida to build the service. A basic version of the re-captcha web- interface has been created.
4) Game-Based outsourcing
We created a fun game that involves user input in Devanagari to evaluate our keyboard layout more
extensively. We developed a tetris-like game where to drop a block the user is required to input
characters / glyphs using the virtual keyboard that’s part of the game. The images from the recaptcha
service can be plugged into the game for manual annotation.
A tetris-like mobile game has developed upto four levels that gradually introduce the keyboard to the
player. This has been prototyped and evaluated for usability. Currently under iterative improvements.
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7.4. Cloud Service – IIT Bombay
An interface was designed for the Indian language OCR cloud service. This is an enhanced version of the
web interface design. Apart from allowing users to OCR single files, it allows users to OCR and manage
multiple image files, thus allowing them to manage books and articles in one go.
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7.5. Script Independent Post-Processing – IIT Delhi
We propose a probabilistic approach for correcting OCR’ed data. The objective is to provide the user with
best possible suggestion from the dictionary for a miss-recognized word using the language specific
confusion matrix. The confusion matrix is used to find the most probable characters that confuse with a
given character. This information is used with Levenshtein distance. Levenshtein distance measure the
difference in terms of edit distance between two given sequence. Since here we are more concerned with
error due to substitution, we use the probability of confusion of a given character with other characters as
substitution cost. A well-formed dictionary is used to generate a generalized suffix tree, and traverse only
those nodes that have high probability of confusion to search for correct words. The development is
complete and the code has been submitted for testing to CDAC, Noida.
The feasibility of application of probabilistic-methods-for learning is based on the following pre-requisites:
• OCR’ed data which contains erroneous matches.
• (Corresponding) Correct data set, often termed the ground-truth material
Accordingly, our experimental results are based on the following inputs and references:
• Unicodes of Devanagari script
• Corpus of 500 scanned pages and corresponding groundtruth data
• Hindi dictionary to match the results
Following is a compilation of the results based on the above:
A Devanagari script comprising of a total of 119572 words is used; of these 14773 are the mis-recognized
words (or strings). Hence, the overall word-level accuracy prior to applying any post-processing errorcorrection scheme is 87:65%. With the application of the schemes stated in the previous section, i.e. ,
based on comprehensive and restricted search criterion, the number of words-in-error is reduced by 33%
in case of 5-bestoptions and 17% in case of 1-best-option with comprehensive search scheme. The
corresponding figures following restricted or probabilistic search criterion are stated in Table 1, for
different probability values set as threshold. In terms of computational complexity the processing time
observed, through another experiment of a similar nature, with probabilistic model in correcting 6038
errors with the restricted search criterion is only 30% (as expected it increases with the increase in the
threshold) of that using the comprehensive search approach. From our experimental results it is observed
that, probabilistic or restricted search approach is a better approach for automatic error correction system
where computational cost is significant. Although for higher accuracies and semi-automatic system
comprehensive search is likely to perform better.
The probabilistic, approach is easy to implement at significantly low computational cost. This system can
be used both for fully and semi-automatic error corrections and it works for non-word errors only. This
approach can be used for any Indic OCR. Only ground truth and its corresponding annotated data and
dictionary of script in question is required, to acquire the confusion probabilities. The accuracy obtained
for Devanagari
OCR is between 5:12% for 5-best-options and 3:25% for 1-best-option.
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7.6. Conceptualisation of a Constructive Learning Toy for Young Children – IIT Bombay
1) Objective
To build a demonstration of how the OCR technology can be used to develop a constructivist toy that
will help children easily learn and assimilate the complexities of the Indic scripts through game-play,
exploration and collaboration with other children.
2) Activity Summary
IIT Bombay is collaborating with CDAC Pune on Devanagari version and with IIT Delhi on Bengali
version. Initial ideas for such a toy came from a classroom project in July 2011. It has been known
that three dimensional, tangible letterforms make it easier for children to learn the shape of the letters
of the script. However, this does not readily work with Indic scripts, given their complexity (large
number of glyphs, combination of vowel modifiers, conjuncts, etc.). However, with the OCR
technology, it becomes possible to take care of this complexity. Preliminary user studies show that
learning can be facilitated with such a constructivist toy. The initial toy concepts were developed and
presented to the consortium in November 2011. We also created a special, child-friendly, modular
typeface that will be enable the child to explore the letterforms by joining together their primitive
shapes.
3) Current Status
CDAC Pune has developed a version of recognition for individual Devanagari letters and numbers.
CDAC Pune and IIT Bombay have agreed on an API so that the learning front-end can exchange
data with the recognition engine.
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Four students at IDC have taken up this project in the current semester and are expected to complete it
by April. Three of these are related to development of more concepts around the Devanagari toy. One is
working on helping children identify letterforms, second is working on helping children learn vowel
modifiers (matras), and third is working on helping children learn to read conjuncts. The student working
on Kannada is working on helping children learn to read vowel modifiers (matras), particularly the difficult
ones.
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8. Overall Performance Analysis
Developed OCR’s were tested against an annotated corpus of printed Indian language books and
magazines. Performance of these OCR’s were also compared with OCR’s available from Googles on a
limited number of pages.
8.1. Overall Testing status for all Languages

Language

No. of Pages

Accuracy

Gurumukhi

4236

97.18

Malayalam

4585

96.1

Marathi

4973

92.64

Gujarati

5186

91.51

Oriya

2165

89.63

Hindi

5668

93.53

Assamese

2338

96.62

Tibetan

1002

89.4

Manipuri

2429

94.6

Bangla

2518

94.54

Kannada

3749

84.56

Tamil

4803

80.64

Urdu

1041

89.8

Telugu

4325

91.3

8.2. Comparison with Google OCR

OCR

Pages

Google
OCR(Accuracy%)

Consortium
OCR(Accuracy%)

Bangla

282

91.55

97.05

Gurumukhi

204

43.82

95.13

Kannada

263

64.35

90.2

Tamil

119

92.02

94

Telugu

127

84.2

93.9

***
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